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CiiAPTc-R I
TiiE PRINCIPAL AS TKL CHILF SUPERVISOR IN SCHOOL.
At the time this investigation was begun, the author 
was the principal of a third class district in Montana; a 
third class district being one in which tne general pop­
ulation is less than one thousand.^ One of the problems 
was the finding of time for supervision. This is one of 
the factors which determined tne field to be coverei in 
this thesis. This problem is Important because of the 
large number of schools in the state in this particular 
class; 1£4 in all; hence, the problem affects a large 
number of small school administrators.
Supervision of instruction is generally considered 
by educational theorists and practical workers to be one 
of the necessary functions of a school system.
"Now a constructive program of supervision is looked
upon as a necessity in progressive school systems".^
The writers in the field of supervision are proceeding 
upon the assumption that supervision is an integral, 
necessary and vital phase of educational procedure. This 
assumption is obvious. Since education is such an intri­
cate and complex undertaking, it can not be allowed to 
proceed without some controlling force, he are still with­
out a large percentage of highly trained tencners who can
1. School Laws/of ..Montana. Cnaoter 73, Sectlori lOP 1 , 1 AZ.P, 
p. c3-4.
2, "The Principal as Supervisor", Research Bulletin. N.E.A. 
Vol.VII, No.5, Nov. 19[9, p.284.
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£
csrry on ttisir tB-sics witliont soms coordiiiBtor ujnify"** 
ing force.2
The teaching force in many of the schools is composed 
of many women who possess but the minimum req'Jtirements in 
professional training and who expect to remain in the pro­
fession only a short time. This makes supervision of in­
struction an important problem.'^
The rapid rise of a scientific approach in education 
ma KGS it necessary for an effective supervisory program 
to function. Closely connected with this scientific 
approach is the teaching tecimicues for the improvement 
of instruction. To xeep the school on the same level of 
efficiency and allow it to grow, it is necessary to have 
a unifying agency to guide it in the use of new and better 
methods as well as tha proper applicotion of tne ones 
already in use.^
The principal is the chief executive officer of the 
school board, administrator, and supervisor. The main 
purpose of the principal*s job in the field of supervision 
is to improve instruction. Fundamental to all improve­
ment is the realization that improvement is necessary and 
possible.
Z. Barr, A.^., and Burton, 1ft.li.. The Supervision of In­
struction. B. Appleton & Co., îi.Y,, IQtS, p.T1-12.
4. Cubberley, ^.P., Public School Aarainistration. houghtoh 
Mifflin Co., Boston, 1312, p.B56-7.
5. Kyte, G.C., how to Supervise. Houghton Bifflin Co., 
Boston, 13Z0, p.c9.
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The principal must work cooperatively with tho teachers 
to organize and execute the educational program of the 
school. The entire staff should strive to utilize the 
expert guidance given by him.®
Suggestions for possibilities for further achievement 
must come from the principal in guiding the teachers in 
the improvement of instruction. He must change wrong 
ways into right ways, eliminate mistakes in technique 
and stimulate new professional interests. He may obtain 
new standards of accomplishment from the superior teachers 
and use them to stabilize other teachers on the staff,
Barr and Burton say,
"This emphasis upon the duty and responsibility of 
the principal in regard to supervision is wholesome 
—  the principal occupies the most str;;tegic position 
for purposes of supervision."®
Kyte is quoted as saying,
"The function of supervision should be vested in the 
superintendent of schools as the responsible admin­
istrative and supervisory expert in the school
system".®
Barr and Burton are again quoted in the statement,
"— principals should assume their full share of res­
ponsibility in this field— . If the principal is 
to assume an important role in the determiniation 
of educational policies he must concern himself wit : 
problems of supervision and the improvement of
t e a c h i n g , " T O
6. Kvtc. Oe. Cit.. p.53.
7. Cubberley, On. Cit.. p.361,
8. Barr and Burton, Or>. Cit.. p.43.
9. Kyte, Go. Cit.. p.51.
10. Barr and Burton, Op. Cit.. ;.44.
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The problem to be discussed in this thesis and the 
methods used in attempting to solve them arc tsken up in 
the following chapter.. Authoritative literature on the 
techni-ues investigated in this study is reviewed in 
chapter three along with a summary involving the tecJmiiues 
in this field, time elements in supervision and limita­
tions on available literature concerning the small high 
school. Chapter four is devoted to the presentation of 
the facts discovered through this study. Criteria for 
the operation of an effective supervisory program are 
then presented. A feasible alternation program for 
subjects follow.
SUkhARY:
Supervision is a necessary function in every school 
system. It is necessary because of the large percentage 
of untrained teachers in the schools, the changing per­
sonnel of the teaching staff, and the new scientific 
approach to educational method.
The principal is the one who is directly responsible 
for the supervision in every school system. It is his 
duty to see that instruction is kept at the highest 
possible level. He must always be a coordinator between 
the various lepartme.its and teachers in the school.
We are now reâ dy to consider the place of supervision 
in tne program of the principal or superintendent in high 
schools in third class districts in this state.
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CiIAPTiLh II
FROLLi.^ AJu ATT^^fl^A L̂ lLi'JUo Ü: 60LJTI0H
It is the purpose of this study to consider the prob­
lems involved in the supervision of instruction in small 
high schools in Montana and to propose measures for their 
solution. These problems were suggested by the results 
of a questionnaire sent to the principals of third class 
districts in Montana, and by the observations and admin­
istrative experience of the author in one of these 
districts. The following program of problems will be 
considered:
1, Setting up objectives and teclmiques for an 
effective supervisory program.
2, Determining, through investigation, the character 
of the supervisory programs carried on by the high school 
principals in third class districts in Montana,
3, Setting up criteria for the selection of an 
effective supervisory program for these schools,
4, Investigating the status of the duties of these 
principals, thus seeking causes for the apparent non- 
effective supervisory plans,
5, Setting up a plan for the efficient budgeting of 
the principal’s time on the basis of tho facts derived 
from the ..uestionnaire sent to these schools.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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An attempt to solve tne so problejis will be niacle by 
means of the following procedures:
1. Reviewing basic literoture on tiie subject of 
supervision thus determining the objectives, methods, and 
values of a good supervisory program.
£. Summarizing the results of the questionnaire which 
was sent to the accredited high schools in the third 
class districts of Montana, to learn what time the 
average teaching principal has ta devote to the establish­
ment and practice of an effective supervisory program.
o. Setting up a plan of alternation of subjects to 
reduce the burden on the principal’s teaching time.
4. Determining wnat his supervisory program is.
5. Offering practical suggestions for tho principals 
to use in improving their supervisory programs.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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CHAPTER III
'Ihh OBJLCilVjL̂ ü, üü-IhODS kiiu VALJî S Of 000u BüP^nVlcIOIî AS 
INDICAÏSJ Ui Tali LI TARAI UHS OF SUi ÆVISI05 
Tiie purpose of this chapter is to review the litera­
ture on supervision in order to find (l) the tec/miques 
considered most valuable by outstanding authorities in 
the field, (g) the time element in supervision, and (3) 
what has been done in the small school field.
Class room visitation is an Important supervisory 
technique. Since supervision is the Improvement of instruc­
tion the progressive principal is anxious to secure first 
hand reports of class room .' Ctivities. ills judgments 
must be based on his own observations.
Research studies show three types of class room visits; 
social, inspectional, and supervisory. God: 1 visits may 
help to make the young teacher more confident in his new 
surroundings. Inspectional visits often reveal problems 
which need careful study, but these alone cannot solve 
complicated instructional problems. Such difficulties 
require patient observation end careful research,
Cubberley says,
"The principal is here dealing with the human factor 
St close range and it is important to establish pro­
per relationships before he goes very far for he 
cannot help the teacper wao does not respond with 
confidence in him.
11. "The PrincipalasSupervisor". Research Bulletin.
«.-.A., Vol.VII, No.5, p.£03.
12. Cubberley, L.P., The Principal and...His Gchool, l-.ougnton 
Mifflin Co., Boston 19££, Chapter XXII.
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From tue supervisor’s viewpoint, an extensive program 
of classroom visitation is essential. According to current 
traditions, teachers do not like to be observed. Kyte’s 
survey of classroom teacners listing c ids from tne princi­
pal gives ’visitation" as the fifth in fre piency. autt’s
study gives "help desired" as more frecuent than "visits 
from supervisors".^^ Teachers evidently believe that the 
principal cannot judge tne v:-iue of classroom activities 
by one or two short visits each term, nor can. incidental 
observations give a complete ides of teaching difficulties.
Should the visit be unannounced, lavitationnl or 
scheduled? The unannounced visit is used by principals 
and does have its place, but the surprise element seems 
to put the teacher on tne defensive. The invitational 
visit is successful among teachers who have experienced 
supervision. The scheduled visit is the most difficult 
to use because of interruptions, but it assures help and 
guidance to every teacher.^-
There are three main points to a supervisory visit;
(l) planning or tne preparation by the principal prior to 
the visit, (l) observation in the clcissroom, ana (%) 
follow-up measures based on the data observed,-^
Tne conference between the teacaer and the principal
l.Pi._clQ.soIy. reined to classroom visitation, ^aca vlplt .
Id. iyte, Ü.O. First learboot, dicilg.-n hleiaontary 
Frinci])als’ Assuciation, 13f7, p.4i-5f.
14. liutt, H.W., Curjrent Proble s in Supervision. Johnson Puolis.-iing Co. , Ric hmo nd, 1 ? f 6 , t h.̂ p t e r V111,15. Research bulletin. N.n.A., "The Principal Studies His Job*’, Vdl.Vl, fjo.f, Marcu 1918, p.95.
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shoula be followed by a conference as soon as possible.
The coinfereiico t.'lll lend the to evn.Xunto ber
own lessons, and to self-lmprove-iient. By tnctful loader—
snip tne principal con tench toe teacher how to study class-
room methods; to recojnize strong and weak points in
techniques and how to apply remedial measures.
The reason for the follow-up conference is smphasized
by Draper and Hoberts in the statement that every teacher
needs it from the most mature to the youngest and most
1 Ainexperienced,
Supervisory conferences may be classifiod as: (l) 
fact-finding, in which the principal reviews the individ­
ual* s preparation, preferences a.nd previous exporl ances,
(f) pre-teacning, there the principal helps tb.e teacher 
plan future classroom activities, (?) post-terchlnf, 
classroom visits followed by interviews aya:n followed 
by a survey and testing program. These interviews attempt 
to diagnose and improve clr.ssroom conditions, and (i) 
the improvement of instruction is frequently a problem 
of morale building.
The teachers* meeting reflects the tone of the school, 
snows tne attitude of the teachers toward r professional 
leader and offex’s a measure of the effectiveness of the 
entire school organization. In the smx 11 j as ti t.ution, 
'Ï7.~~Bërr and Burton. Oe. CitTT 17.18D.
18, Roberts, A.C., ana Drrper, hivh School Principal 
r.s Administra tor. o.C.Heath & Co., Boston 1917, p,l?7.
19. Research Bulletin, vol.VII. Op.Cit. p.310,
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the principal, burdened ?.ith a heavy load of teac.iin'̂  and 
often with the supervision of the elementary school as 
well, finds in the faculty meeting the only adequate 
means of knowing well his teachers ana leading toam in 
any considered program of professional study.
Draper and Roberts list two types of teachers’ 
meetings (l) business and (f) professional,^^ but obser­
vations. in the field show the principals make use of 
several types. These meetings may be classified as (l) 
social, parties given for teachers, (2) administrative, 
informing the staff enmasse of plans for orgrinization,
(s ) supervisory, discussion, and demonstration, and (4) 
miscellaneous, a probr bly combination of the above, '̂2
The successful teacners’ meeting is carefully planned, 
outlined, directed and has a definite purpose."'-̂  The
S.h.A, Research Bulletin states that the successful type 
of meeting requires: (l) good preparation by the leader,
(2) enthusiastic presentation, (Z) interesting and appro­
priate facts, (4) concrete illustrations and (5) the dir­
ection of aroused interest into purposeful applications.^'^ 
Supervisory bulletins may be classified under the 
heads: (l) general supervisory, (2) teacher preparation,
and (Z) specific follov/-up bulletins. A bulletin may be
20. hooerts an.i Draosr, Oc, Cit.. d ,105.TU.4 ? - 1^"
22. Research Bulletin. Vol.VII, Op.Cit. p.h26.
£S. Cubberley, Pupllc School Agmiui5trch.la Op,Cit. p.347.
24. R-)oeai'u:i hull.'tin. Vol.VII, Op, Cit., p.327.
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Uüôvi to prepciXt: the teĉ cncrs for a future meetin.i in vhicn 
a dipcusslcnj rcmoastration lesson, cr both, nay occur.
The purpose of the bulletin Is to allow the ter.chers to 
prepare for the meetin.c' by îvina; them a clear-cut under­
standing of wriat re-’ding, study, or thinking they should 
undertake. The principal may outline the subject, make 
a list of the pertinent questions and suggest book refer­
ences on the subject. This bulletin m?y also brint out 
many real reasons why the teachers should prepare them­
selves for the meetings.
Barr and Burton say regarding the follow-up bulletin:
"A summary of the uiscussion which took place at the 
meeting miĝ nt be prepared ana sent to those who 
attended.
The primary purpose of the follow-up bulletin is to 
reenforce the teachers* conclusions with respect to the 
important points discussed in the meeting. It will indi­
cate to the teacher the degree of relative importance of 
some item not stressed in the discussion. The supervisor 
may check himself by the use of this technique in so far 
as the purposes are concerned. This information will be 
useful to him in planning future meetings. The bulletin 
furnishes him as well as his staff with an official 
record of the meeting**^ ̂
Démonstration is an effective method of showing how
a certain thing should be done. It is usually easier to 
£.6. Kyte. Or. Cit.. n.159-60. -r Tr-,-r-,™
E6. Barr and Burton, Op . Cit.. p.415.
27. Kyte, Op.Cit.. p.264-5.
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show how a thing is done rather than tell it. Adults as 
well as children are ible to imitate better than tin y can 
comprehend and follow spoken uirecticns. Demonstration 
uas the advantage of securing and maintaining better
interest.
It would be well if all teacners could occasionally 
observe the work of a .raster cr-itsncn, ana be .able to 
question as to the why and tne now.
Realizing the need for demonstration tea-raing, the 
following types are suggested:
1, Lessons taught by typical teachers in t.ieir own 
classrooms, ‘i'hls type allows the teacher to be with her 
own group of students and makes her feel more at ease 
while being observed.
i. Lessons taught by supervisory officers in tyi-ical 
classrooms. The teac-ier is able to view the tecnalque 
more objectively and tne supervisor may pass on new methods 
to her.
The chief purpose of demonstration teaching is to 
show observers "how to do it"; and to present sound metnods, 
teciuaiquos and devices. Demonstration lessons should 
adhere as closely as possible to classroom conditions in 
subject matter, method and time elements. The plan that 
lends ltsfc]f to ruost voluibie use is one »hlch olobor­
ates a certain lesson oï nracedure in detail.
i3. hcGcll. r'îu*., lea cure in i ducn, ti'~.̂n. In cl 11 Ian
Co., 1322, p.?37.
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Intgrvisi'tstlon is an excellent vievice for tne im­
provement of teachers. Some teacners make strenuous ob­
jections to this plan but if properly administered it can 
be very beneficial. It is always better to direct this 
visitation in some measure. A supervisor may t&xe a 
teacher or a small group of teachers to observe one of 
the best teachers in the system. It may be necessary to 
convince some teacners of the values of such a procedure.
The general practice followed in intervisitation is 
to plan for visiting days in which teachers visit otiier 
teachers at work in their classrooms. These visits should 
be carefully planned to insure to the teacher the acquis­
ition of higher standards of teaching than she possesses. 
Her observation must be as constructively helpful to her 
as possible.
When a teacner visits another teacher at work in the 
class enrolled in tne grade above her own, she can observe 
the effects of her own work and the needs of the pupils 
which she should iiave met more effectively before she had 
considered her work with them finished. By visiting the 
grade below her own she becomes familiar with the back­
ground and training which pupils will have when they are
passed on to her grade. She is able to note wherein she
 ̂1should modify her own teaching.*"
22. Barr and Burton. On.Clt.. c.4Z3.
20. Kyte. Op.Cit.. p.191-2.
51. Ibid. p.502.
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A testinx BroTTsm can more thoroughly serve the pur­
pose for which scientific tests v-re devised if they are 
used to train and .lelp teachers in tne use of tests. Two 
recent s t u i i e s ^ S  cited by Kyte confirm the attitude that 
the testing program should be largely the work of teachers, 
carried on under the careful supervision of a supervisor. 
Teachers should be guided in their use of tests and scales 
for diagnostic purposes. It is possible to train teachers 
to be able to carry on diagnostic programs with only oc­
casional help from the principal.
The best measures of teaching are found in the amount 
and kind of change which takes place in individual learners, 
In order to know what, learning ho s taken place, it is 
necessary to compare the indivioual*s ability before 
teaching with his ability after teaching. Measurement 
is very important whether it be made by tests formulated 
by teachers or by standardized tests. The purpose of the 
standardized test is to be as exact as possible.
The time element is an important factor in any super­
visory program. Prob-bly the principal’s time allotment 
to supervision is one of the most tangible problems to
attack. Supervising rnl teaching principal.: will find
Si. Joiinson, G.h,, ^honesty of Teachers in Testing”,
Elementary School Jrl.. Vol.XXIX, p.l98-fCf' (l3ta). 
Erickson, J.n,, "A Study of Testing by Teachers com­
pared witn Testing by the Superintendent. (A study on 
file with Kyte.)
Kyte. O n . Cit.. p . 3 S £ - 4 4 .
34, Barr and Burton, Op . Cit.. p,i34.
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muca of the variation in their time allotment dae to the 
difference existing in their respective duties. The 
teaching principal’s time is mostly taken up by a heavy 
teaching schedule while the supervising principal is free 
to V c-'̂ ote more tine to supervisory problems. Based upon 
tho suggestions of over one thousand, principals, their 
time a bo divided apTjroximately, 35^ for supervision,
lŸ/o for administration, c>0% for teaching, for clerical 
work, an_L 10^ for miscellaneous duties. (See Table
Tabl I
Division of Principal’s Time.
-.._ Activity ... . . Teaching Prin. Supervising Prin.
Supervision 25'% 50^
Administration 17 SO
Teaching SO 5
Clerical C,' 5
Miscellaneous .10^ 10^
ioo;f 10Û.1
There is very little definite data regarding the 
amount of time that should be spent in visitation, teachers’ 
u:- :tl I's and conferences. The general opinion is that 
tne local situation must govern the time element.
Draper and Roberts conclude from their survey that 
one visit a week of sufficiently long duration to see the 
method of presenting the class recitation as well as the 
hsndling of the supervised study period and to note the 
pupil reaction, is probably adequate.’̂
£5. Research Bulletin. Vol.VII,, p.£89.
6. Draper and Roberts, Op.Cit.. p.109.
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îha frequency of meetings would depend upon the 
program outlined, for the year. After planning with the 
teachers, the objectives of the professional meetings, 
then tne number of meetings necessary of accomplishing 
tne program may be estimated.
The hour of meeting is one that should be settled 
in cooperation with the teachers. Usually the after 
school meetings find everyone tired and not in the mood 
for professional study, Meetings heli before school in 
the morning have tne advantage of brevity and an alert 
audiencG, Some principals hrve found the lunch hour 
meeting satisfactory, although if meetings are held very 
frequently, they may seriously interfere with the midday 
rest period.
The Seventh Yearbook gives the data from approzimotsly 
600 supervising principals as to the best time for con­
ferences, T-̂ o hundred fifty four of these principals 
favored the «after school” meeting. The frequency of 
mention of the other times for meeting was "close of 
recitation” "recess" 47; "free period” 23; "before 
school" 21; "same day" iS; and "first opportunity" 41,
(See table
27, Research Vol. VII, No,5, Nov.1949,
p.240.
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Best Time
Table II 
for Conferences
hour Freouencv of Mention Percent
After School ?54 47.5
Close of Recitation 7? 15,5
Recess 43 9.1
Noon 47 8.3
Free Period 59 7.5
Before School 51 5.8
Same D,ay 22 4.1
First Opportunity 5.9
555 100.0
Very little nas been written on supervision in the 
small high school. The writings in this field are nearly 
all general discussions of the small school. Gateŝ '̂  in 
his book, "Management of Smaller High Schools" gives a 
general discussion on management. Ferris'^® gives a general 
discussion on the whole problem of the small school which 
was based upon the findings of the New York Run: 1 Survey,
A. A, Douglas^^ macus some mention of tne small school but 
he gives no evidence of any investigation, Rufi‘̂  ̂in his 
study of five small high schools in Pennsylvania comes 
nearest to making some worthwhile contribution to the small 
school administrator, 6p. I f h a s  written concerning the 
small Junior High School, its possibilities and limitations.
S3. Gates, G.C., Management of Srsller High Schools, houghton 
Mifflin Co., Boston, 19SZ.
59, Ferris, Rural School Survey of New York State.
Vol. VI I, «tn, Fi Fell and Co., Pn i 1 ? o. e Ip b 1 ? , 19??.
40, Douglass, A.A., The Junior High School. Public School
Publishing Co., tloomington, 111., 1916,
41. R'ufi, John, The Small High School, xjurcau of Publica­
tions, Columb in Ü ni ver s i ty, N,Y., 19 f S .
4?. Spaulding, I.T., ine Email Junior njgh School, narverd 
University Press, Cambridge, 19?7.
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There are a number of statoj that nave issued bulletins 
concemirtg the small rnrmd-ry school# /'«mong chese states 
are Kentucky, Maryland, Minnesota, Virginia, Pennsylvania, 
Indiana, micnl an Oiid Connecticut.'^*^
it is evident from the limited writings in this 
field, that there is considerable n«eu for investigation 
concerning the small school. 
g J M M A R Ï ;
The supervisor siiouiu have a planned program of 
supervision. The routine factors pertaining to classroom 
visitation need to be as carefully planned and adminis­
tered as any of the other phases of the supervisor^ s v/ork. 
Many otherwise efficient and inspiring supervisors ser­
iously handicap their own work by lack of attention to 
«machinery”. A schedule of visits should be prepared, 
defining the purpose of eacn visit. One visit a week to 
observe the method of presenting the cIpss recitation is 
probably ade.iuate, follow-up mea.sure based on tne data 
observea are demanded for a well rounded program.
Teacner confidence and cooperation are mande tory for 
executing the duties involved in supervision.
Provision must constantly be made for improving 
teachers in service Lurough meetings, 'iemonstratian 
lessons, constructive criticisms, bulletins, intervisitation 
4 Z .  R u f l ^  O n .  C i t .. c . 1 4 2 - 4 .
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aiaons t*n:- testing program aad carefal
supervised ylamiiag oi' pro=^raas Jar rouLti.xie op.rration,
Oti-ier teciiiii lUes t^at are raentioneU. but not used in 
the developûiont of this study are: tne course of study, 
reseciicu experi..-nts, ana curriculum organisation.
There is no uniformly/ of practice in regard to the 
umcunt of tine given to conferences, nor in regard to fre­
quency of meetings. The guidxng principles seem to be: 
make tne maetings short and uusiucss-like, accomplishing 
definite objectives, not hold them too often to become 
boresoiae, and make the teachers feel that they are »:ecting 
something out of each lueetiug.
li-uwever, practically all discussions of supervisory 
techniques are based on sltur tions in large school 
systems; very little work has been done in the small 
school field.
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C.Jirï'ùL: IV
-TABULATIOÎT Or’ ï.u. Î̂ÎL̂ iluîi 
la obtaiaia," iafornctloa niid d: t'". i*or this t.icnls a 
uuostioriiiairü was Ui-.ed* A copy of toii' cucstlonarire and 
tho tabul'-tei resa.lts will be fouad on p5 ;e 83# C:;r̂ .-fuilly 
prepared question blcn'-cs wore cent to t .0 priaoipeis of 
ali tde 110 accredited bipa schools in tnlrd cltss uls- 
tricts la the st\te of LiOntan?.; replier wore received 
fro'.a 3: of teose rchoolo, A tairl class elstr;!ct is one 
which has a popal: tloa of less t..an o.ae tiicurr-tdi it 
employs 0 principal anl it ic controllel by c bo rd of 
three menbers. The reap.ease war ;r tifyirq: r.nn In lie tod 
rm unusual rmount of interest in tale luustlrn* This 
• iuestlonasire was sent oû , tic twenty-fifth of October,
132f, A second re quest was sent out tnreo weeds later*
Tho last return c. mo in June sixth, 1321, There was but
one w-iO rcturne:! the blank unanswered, thus I:-; vin] 31 
reports to qivc in this summary. Tl.>e one who returned the 
blank unanswered does not seen t^ bo in sy.r.p thy with the 
cause of educ tion nor with Its pro ;recs. To nuke clear
what is meant by the foreqoln^ statc.^ient, the follô T?înïî 
quotation Is ivon from the letter which was received 
with the unaiiSfterei questionnaire:
"I cannot unacrstaai what difference it makes as 
to how many minutes per week a princij:. 1 S 'onds 
in activities outside sciiool, no n-"ttor whet.e--r 
s u m  minutes bo spent in churcu, club work or 
personal business. Another tnixq. T.;0 .gestion
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arises in my mind as to what anybody is going to 
do about it after he finds out that principals of 
third class districts have too little time to spend 
on supervision, Vve cannot afford to hire additional 
teachers at the present time. Furtiierinore, If any 
teacher must be watched constantly by so,ne superior, 
such as a supervisor or a principal, ue or she is 
not worth his suit, and should bo disc.arged and 
another put in the place.”
In order to arrange the replies into comparable groups 
an arbitrary classification was sent up, and the schools 
divided into three groups as to size. Group "A” includes 
Chose schools having from 10 to 40 students in attendance, 
numbering 01; group "5" those schools having an attendance 
of 41 to 70, numbering 40; group "C" those schools having 
71 to 110 students, numbering £0, The following table 
shows a list of the schools in their respective groupings; 
(See table III).
Table III.
Schools Replying.
Group Gruu:: "B” Gr'yj-:
I, Alberton 1. Antelope 1. Absarokee
• Belmont VA- # Belfry A ■ • Bainville
3. Bowdoin Brady ‘ ' # Bcarcreek
# Craig 4. Broadview 4. Broadus
5, Dooley 5. Buffalo 5. Brockway
fi. ulliston 6 • Cardwell 6. Cascade
7. Florence 7. Clyde Park 7. C-' rcle
B. Fort Snaw 8. Comertown o. Culbertson
9. Frenchtown 9. Custer 0. Dr..i.mmond
10. Giidiora 10. Dodson 10. Frazer
11. Harrison II. Dutton 11. ■toilet
1£, iiedgesville 12. Eu ig r r 1^. Klein
1?. Hogeland ih. Ennis 13. Ho'Heine
14. Inverness 1̂ . Geyser 1'. « Nashua
15. Joplin 15. i.il-'hwood 15. Outlook
16, iCreralln 16. Hingnam 10. Richey
17. Landusky 17, Hobson 17. Roberts
18. Lavina 18. Is may 18, Sheridan
ike
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Group "A"
Table III (continued)
Group "G" Group "C"
19, boring 13. Judith Gap
20, Melrose 20. Lambert
21. Ollie 21. Lima
22. Pony 22. Loneplne
23, Redstone 22. Melstone
24, Ringling 24. Moccasin
25, Shawmut 25. Moore
26, Sumatra 26. Musselshell
27. Sunburst 27, hoxon
28, Sweet Grass 28, Perma
29. Vananda 23. Kapelje
20, Vvhitewater 30. Reed Point
31. Willow Creek 31. Roy
32, Ryegate
33, Savage
34. Somers
35. Superl3r
36. Tostoii
37. Turner
33, Virginia City
29, Whitetall
40. Windii.am
19. Stanford 
?0. 'ivinifred
The location of these schools is indicated by the 
use of a map of Montana, Map I shows the schools as a 
total group. Maps II, III, and IV show the location 
of the schools in groups A,B,C, respectively.
The first question ashed for tne subjects which were 
taught by the principal himself and was an attempt to 
determine the teaching duties of cacn principal. In 
counting the number of different subjects, it was found 
tnat sixty-one different subjects were taught by the 
principals tnemselves, Tne following table shows a list 
of the subjects, (See table IV).
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Man I
« Group A 
* Group B 
LGrour C
-27 Jf-22*
'̂ <1
lb* .1 I 'lb
J3 37
JO
)i
'4.^ **'V %
re. "tji;// 
/J-
>.. H :
%
-3-2/7-IZ
Or OUT) A Groui) B Grouo C
1. Alberton 1. Antelope 1. Absarokee
i .Belmont # Belfry 1. Bainville
5. Bowdoin V ̂ « Brady ^  9 Bearcreek
4. Craig 4. Broadview 4, Broadus
o. nooley b. Buffalo 5. Brockway
6. Blliston 6. Caruwell 6, Cascade
7. Florence 7. Clyae Park 7. Circle
8. Fort Shaw 6. Coraertown B . Culbertson
G. Frenchtoiin 9. Custer 0. DranLTiond
10. uili'orl 10. Doason 10. Frazer
11, Harrison 11. Button 11. Joliet
12. Hedgesville 11. Edgar 12. Klein
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All Schools Reportin?:
12. Hogeland 13. Innis 13. Medicine14. Inverness 14. Gcyooi- 14 . Kashua15. Joplin 15. highwood 15. Outlook15. K’-T.iolin IS. Hinghcn 16. Ri cney
17. Landusky 17. Robson 17. Roberts
18. Lavina 18, 13 may 13. Sheridan
19, Loring 19. Judith Gap 19. Stanford
20. Melrose 20. Lambert 20. Winifred
21. Ollie 21. Lima
22. Pony tr r Loneplne
23. Redstone 23. Melstone
24. Ringling 24. Moccasin
25, Sliawmut 25. Moore2C. L'imatra 26. ■Aussolshell
27. Sunburst 27. ii oxon
28. SFeet Gr^ss 29. p Q29. Vananda 29! RapeljeSO. Vi'hitewater oO. Reel Point
51. Willow Creek 51. Roy
52. Ryegate
33. Savage
54. Somers
55. Superior
38. 1oston
37. Turner
38. Virginia City
39. Whitetail
4J, Tiiindham
Lake
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Gro.i. "A"
25
n
j*
jj
.9
■L #4
2 j/*7/
f2
1.
£.
2.4,
ü,
6.
7.
8 . 
9.10.
11.
12.
12.
14.
19.
16.
Alberton
Belmont
Bowdoin
Craig
r%uley
Ji-lliston
Florence
Fort Shaw
Frenchto’m
Gildford
Harrison
Hedgesville
Homeland
Inverness
Joplin
Kremlin
17.
18. 
19. 
2:0. 
21.
£ £ • 
£ o • 
24. 
29. 
26.27.
28. 
29. 
50. 
21.
landusky
Lavina
Loring
ilelr-osG
Ollie
Pony
Redstone
Ringling
Shawmut
Sumatra
Sunburst
Sweet Grass
Vananda
Vhiitewater
Willow Creek
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Aiap 111 
Group
Af.
•3S
/6*
S.
**% fS
jjr
</o
Jf
Vf
13.
3g*
•3X
•2f
*3o
•23
,9
•i./
*3i
-Zo
1. Antelope 21. Lima
• Belfry Lonepi aeVt,' # Brady 2Z. Üelsîone4. Broadview C /!- U # y.ooo.'' rin
5. Buffalo 25. Mooren. Cardwell 26. 0 u 1' sel 2 .':S 11
7. Clyde Park 27. G oxon
8. Comcrtow'i 28. Pei re--.
9. Custer 29. RapelJ e10. Dodson "0. Reed ccint
11. Dutton Zl. Roy
I'Z. x:-dgsr *. f 0 Rycyate
ic. Dnnis c3. BaVé: 0 2
1% Geyser M , Bo ;crs15. tiigawood ?5. Superior
16. iiiîipha.îi EG. To s tor;
17. nobson c7. Turner
IS. I smay 28. Virzinil City19. Judltd Gap Z9. Whitetail£0. Lambert GO. Wind.dam
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üap Iv
GrjUy
•2o
*/f
/S*
/, • 
-3 *n
1. Absarokee 11. Joliet
rA, $ Belnville 12. Kloiri
Bearcreek i; . Vi-ao.ielae
4, Broadn.: 14. riasîiua.
5, Erocke‘r‘7 15. Outlook
G. Cr.sccide 16. Richey
7. Cj >'cle 1'^ Roberts
8. Culbortsoa 18. Slier Idao
9. Drumrno.nd 19. Sta'ifori
10. Fra zor 20. Vtio.if red
•iS 
•/o .#«2,
•S
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Subjects
Table IV.
Taught by Principa Is
V o c 'tions blolory Bookkeeping I
Algebra Pl. Geometry Gen, ccience
Chordstry Civics Typev. ri tin,g
Ccnmercisl Arith, jLt C • ifi w 0 0 « paysics
heone tic Geo. Con. Law English I
hngiisn II Latin I Am, history
English IV Gen.Bus. Latin II
Shorthand Bus. Frig 11 sh boatana /istory
Prycholog;/ Dramatics World History
S&lesmansnip Aavr.nced Algebra Lclic ueoni.
Agriculture 6 ta Arith, 8til Soc, he.
iaicien t ni story unglish III Junioz has.
î'nnual Tr. Mech. Drawing Pub. Speaking
bookkeeping 11 Trigonometry Nature Study
6 th English 7th English 8 th Ln.glish
French I Prob, of Am. Lem. 5th orith.
5th Gcog. 5 th En.glish Industrial oist.Ota Civics /th A bth nistory J ouraaiism
7th by :ieno Bible II Indus, RelatiofsSpanish I Curreuc nistory 
7th Arith,
Gen, Sociv'.l he.
Obviously these smell schools ere going to extrenios 
with their offerings. This is one of tne reasons for the 
overload of teaching for the principal wnioa is inileated 
in answer to nues tion one of tne cjuery.
In ( oi‘ Question i, many classas do you teach
this semester?", the follOA’ing results wsre obtained, not 
showing tee results in tne tnrce groups: (lee table V).
in'cle V.
Number of Subjects Tc.ugnt by Principals.
No. of Subjects £ h 4 5 6 7 8
ho. Principalis 
Te:ching
5 18 40 15 IP 0 1
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The following table shows tne sob j ccts t by the
different principals under the three grnops of schools:
Table VI.
ĥiQiber Subjects Ts^nt by -̂ rloclp: is.
No. of Subjects P .? 5 6 7 a
0. Principal.?
Group 1 /I 8 '? 0 1
Croup ’'ib' 1 a s -, 0 0
S roup h 3 r 1 0 0
These tholes snow ti)at tne teocning iutios do not 
allow the principal iiiacn birLo to spend on ouporvisory 
agencies. Table VI snows tnab tne smaller school places 
more teacning responsioilixy upon tne principal toan does 
tne larger scnool. ih^ro is no ê cu.:.e for any principal 
teacaing six,£.;ven or eig.nc saujects wiiea sucn b-.d oanage- 
Tïieat con. be ODViatea oy a little planning. A firsc rer-e- 
dial measure to whicn tne evidence points is the ir,organ­
ization 01 the curricalum by Uniting tne number subjects 
offered. Too many small schools try to offer same
Choice to taeir students in a single year as do Su.mo 
larger scnools.
A second remedial msoeara which suggests itsci: is 
tne combining of classes by cimpl: fyiag and s t..nd . riizing 
sabjeca-bombiaations. T':i ' î ili also make it neccss iry 
to employ teacners vvno ace .'-'apared in several related 
subjects rather than a few scattered ones.
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Extra-Curricular Activltlea,
"Give the estimated time you spend (in hours) on each 
extra-curricular activity in your school (outside of school 
time). This table is also higaly unreliable because of 
the factors mentioned concerning table IX, This table 
points out the same fact concerning the concentration of 
effort on a few activities.
Educators have too long contented themselves with talk­
ing about efficient citizenship, proper attitudes towards 
life, democracy In education and the ability to share in 
the experience of others. The attaining of these ends is 
accepted as the ultimate goals in true and complete educa­
tion. Students do not learn citizenship, or adjust tnem- 
selves in relation to others by merely hearing such topics 
discussed. There must be a laboratory training and this 
training must take place during adolescent age, Roemer says:
"Why do we not apply to our school room activi.tles 
the methods which we all agree are so essential, 
in athletics? What coacn would t:ilnk of training 
a football team aside from the gridiron? Coacaes 
are n^t content v/ith daily practice and scrimmage: 
they even spend hundreds of dollars scouting 
opposing scheduled teams tnat they may train their 
men to overcome the very problems which will be 
encountered in the contests. Yet, most school 
men have been content to give their pupils 
only skull practice, and consepuently have seen 
them go down in defeat because they could not 
adjust taemselves to their surroundings after 
leaving school. In other words, many educ: tors 
have failed to recognize t'ae well-known principle,
We learn to do by d&ing.
4 3s, Roemer, Joseph and Allen, Churles, Rxtra-Curricular
Activities in Junior an a Senior hlgn bchools, New
York, 191-, p.p.
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Wuniber of 'nvrltors Recognizing iac ̂ V-.lae 
in oMtra-Carricalv r Activitii-S.
Table No. VII by Leomird V, Koos
VALULb VA
1. Training in sorae civic- 
social-iaorai relationship.
2. Socialization.
3. Training for social 
cooperation,
4. Actual experience in group 
life.
5. Training for ethical living.
6. Training for leadership.
7. Training for citizenship in 
a democracy.
8. Worthwhile friendships.
9. Training for worthy home 
membership,
10. Training in parliamentary 
usage.
11. Improved discipline and 
school spirit.
12. Training for recreational 
and aesthetic participation,
13. Health.
14. Vocational training.
15. Training in business methods
0
Uu“
10 i
oer
(Values mentioned three or more times in forty writings.)
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VALUES m
16. Intellectual development,
17. Retention in school*
18. Recognition of interests and 
ambitions.
19. Exploration.
20. Improved scholarship
21. Constructive influence on 
instruction,
22. Recognition of adolescent 
nature,
22. Training in fundamental 
processes.
24, Relation of school and 
community,
25. Discharge of superabundant 
energies.
ZO 40
m  40
(Values mentioned three or more times in forty writings.)
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Table Wo. VIII
Fre^^uency of iAention of Certain Classes 
of Extra-Curricular Activities.
Activities
Organizations
1. Literary
2 ,
4.
5.
6 . 
7. 
3. 
9.
10.
11*
If.
13.
14,
15,
16.
Forensic and 
Declamatory
Journalistic
Dramatic
Foreign Lang*
Historical
Geographical
Mathematical
Scientific
Musical
Arts Crafts
Industrial
Home Economics
Commercial
Physical t<. Ath.
Civic, Social, 
Moral
17, Miscellaneous
Sources 
JHS. OIu^RS
<■ 5?
13
15
9
17
11
6
36
28
34
18
P9
12
54
65
6
19
30
23
Frequency of en tion 
ii-i30 75 100 125 150 175
Junior High 
School O'ources
other Sources
7/m
r m n m i i
7m///m//iiWinmmh
50 75 100 12 5 150 175
Chart from Koos, 25tn Year Book, p.20,
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Table IX.
Ti.ue Spent in Supervising Kxtra-Curricular 
Activities in Sciiool.
No.hoars spent 
per year in su­
pervising extra 
curriculir activ­
ities in scnool.
Basket­
ball
foot­
ball
ïrr.ck Volley
ball
'■lews-
p;per
)er PrinclDoIs
1-5 1 1 £ 1 3
6-10 £
11-20 £ 4
21-30 3 1 3
31-40 3 1 3
41-50 3 1 3
51-60 £
61-70 1
71-80 1 1 1 1
81-90 1
91-100 3
101-110 1
111-120
121-150 £
151-140
141-150
151-160
161-170 1 1
171-180 1 1
181-190
191-200 1
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Table IX (continued)
No.hours 
per year
Play
Ground
Tennis Class
Advisor
Music Drama­
tics
Boy
Ocouts
1-5 2 1 9 2 2 1
6-10 15 2 2
11-20 1 4 4
21-SO 5 5 1 £
31-40 1 1 5
41-50 1 1
51-60 1
61-70
71-80 1 1
81-90
91-100
101-110 2
110-120 1
121-150
151-140 1
141-150 1 1
151-160 1
161-170
171-180
181-190
191-200
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Table IX (continued.)
î o, hours 
per year
Leb(te hcr.:ices Library Annual
1-5
Ô-10
11-go
21-50
51-40
41-50
51-CO
61-70
71-80
81-90
91-100
101-110
111-120
121-150
131-140
140-150
151-180
161-170
171-180
181-190
191-200
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Table X,
Ti ::e Spent Supervision Extra Curricular
No.of hours Basket­ Foot­ Track Volley ievfs-
sr-ent out of ball ball Ball paper
school.
Number Principals
1-10 4 1 5 < 5
11-10 2 2
11-EO 1 4 2
31-40 3 1 2
41-50 5 2 1 2
51-60
61-70 1
71-eo 1 1 2
81-90 1 191-lCO 1
101-110 1
111-110 1
111-150 1
ltl-l€0
141-150
151-160 1
161-170 1
171-180 1
161-190
191-100 •‘Z«-■
201-110
211-220
221-250 1
221-240 1
241-250
251-260 1
261-270
291-400 1
31 20 5 16
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ïsblü A (cc-^tinuod)
No.of hours 
spent out of 
School.
Play
Grouna
Tennis lusic Cl'SS
A Ivic.or
Drep'a- 
t ' c s
1-10 £ 1 16 8
11-kO 2 £ 8
hl-oO 1 4 5 n
£1-40 1 £ 1 1
41-50 1 £ 1 £
51-60 1
61-70
71-80 1 1
81-90 1 1
91-100
101-110
111-1£0
1^1-150
151-140
151-160
161-170
171-180 1
181-190
191-goo
£00-210 1 '
£11-2, 0
££1-250
£51-240
£41-250
£51-260
391-400
6 4 15 £1 0
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Tabl'^ X (continuel)
No. of hours 
spent out of 
scnool
Boy Seoul,. be u.'-‘ te Dances Library
1-10
11-&0
31-40
41-50
1 1
1
1
51-80
81-70
71-80
81-90
91-100
?O' 1
1
101-110
110-120
120-130
150-140
141-150
151-160
lGl-170
171-180
181-190
191-200
200-210 
211-220 
221-2-: 0 
251-240 
241-250
251-260
591-400
5 5 1 2
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Table X (continued)
No, of hours 
spent out of 
school
Aïinual Gyîïinasium Baseb:11 Clubs
1-10
11-fO
El-ZO
ol-iO
41-50 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
51-60
61-70
71-80
61-00
91-100
1
101-110
111-110
111-150
151-140
141-150
151-160
161-170
171-180
101-190
191-100
201-110
211-220
221-230
£51-240
£41-250
251-260
591-400
.....
1 4 2
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The extra-currlc’il-'r -"r+'Av:* t.-: " Is ̂ definite
step in the direction of the aims of educ tion. To look
at Table VIII and compare it with Table XI, one realizes
that the smaller school does not, and we know cannot have,
sucu ■ variety of activities. The most of the time that 
the principal has for such activities is to be t'ouna out- 
sice of school. This fact can be clearly seen by comparing 
tabic IX and table X, A largo extra-curricular program 
is r. natural development of tne great shift of attitude, 
subject matter to child development. It is in complete 
harmory with the philosophy underlying the great democratic 
spirir of modern education wherein government must come 
from within ratuer than from without; wnerein character 
anu not knowledge is the final goal; and wherein through 
labora i cry method of "learning to do by doing" we ui*e 
developing those finer qualities of leadership, obedlcnco, 
coop;;r.) tion, initiative, and all the finer attributes of 
citizenship which are essential in our democracy. It 
would seem that the principals of the schools under this 
InvoeLigation should reorganize their extra-curricular 
program on the basis of a school-curriculura idea, giving 
more school time to some of the actlvîtiés tvhere a jority 
of the student body is taken into consideration. Tais 
i jcr not noon, hcTcvo-, t "-oyv a be  ̂owed
to suffer to give time for these activities. In order
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tiAt such a step may be to, “Tph too woola f-'cnooi curric ulum 
must be rebuilt witn this kind of program in mind. There 
are so many values in these activities that we sometimes 
fail to see that many pa sal Dili tics of alternciliO'.i ulaus 
that would give us free time to supervly.e an effide it 
program are neglected.
The problem of interscholastic competition and wnat 
limitations should be placed upon them is suggested by 
these above facts. Too much stress has been placed upon 
the athletic side of these interscholastic activities in 
the past. All other activities suffer during the time 
that any particular sport is in season. It is true that 
under the present setup they are the activities that 
produce the money to support the other activities. Should 
as much emphasis be placed upon the other activities they 
would produce their share of revenue. Much school time 
is lost because of trips to neighboring towns. This 
should be discouraged and not allowed by the administra­
tor. The High School Association of Montana discourages 
it and goes so far as to restrict tournament play to week­
ends when very little if any school time is to be lost.
The Montana High School Association has now included such 
activities as music, deb?.te, declamation and drmmatlcs in 
tho association and given them at least some recognition. 
This is having a good effect upon the schools of the state
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by calling their attention to them as well as to the 
athletic events,
With a view toward nr.kirig more specific recomr.endations 
in tne matter of extra-curricular activities, a number of 
criteria are suggested for the selection of an extra­
curricular program in the small high school. The follow­
ing list of criteria are appropriate at this point,
1. Should not offer more activities than can be 
properly supervised,
h. Should not offer so many activities that the 
teachers will be overburdened,
h. Students should not be allowed to participate in 
so many activities as to cause neglect to their studies,
4. Teachers should have some special training in 
their extra-curricular field.
5. Good judgment is needed in choosing leaders,
8. Teacher interest and student confidence must be 
gained,
7. A definite program must be planned in sdvnn.ce,
8. These activities should be given school time,
9. The entire school should participate.
10. Must perform a needed service to the hi^h school.
11. i\'ot duplicate the work of soma otner organization.
l‘,i, Must come under the supervision of some member of
the staff.
IS. Shoula not cause friction or other community 
handicap which offsets their value.
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14. Their finances shou.l i be liprvilel by the staff or 
under their Imnedi^te supervision.
15, Emphasis for training in (l) leadership, (s) 
citizenship, (z) development, (4) school discipline,
(5) school loyalty.
In, Be deraoeratic.
17. -Provide an adequate substitute for an activity 
that has real merit but needs to be repressed, for snoak 
day a field day or visit to an industry or institut!'n.
18. Substitute satisfying, wholesome activities for 
undcElrsble or unwholesome ones which have been Tepressed.
19. Keep records, of pupil participation and organize 
a point or credit system to recognize participation.
10. Must not be allowed to displace or Injure 
scholarship.
Roenier says:
"It has been shown that when organized on an 
intrinsic basis a program of extra-curricular 
activities unifies and harmonizes all the activi­
ties of the school. By growing out of the ba?al 
activities participated in by the student body, 
both curricular and extra-curricular, the acti­
vities program finds its chief justification In 
teaching pupils to do better those desirable 
activities they are going to perform anyxvayl 
Furthermore, such a program not only enriches 
the lives of these pupils, but also fosters better school m o r a l e , *‘4 4
Roeraer, Joseph an..i Allen, Cncu-les, Op. Cit. pg.19-.x0.
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A third suggested remedy ?hlch the facts point
to is the alternation of subjects. A good alternation 
program can be worked out to fit the needs of tne respec­
tive schools. It is not recoimaerided that too narrow end 
traditional a program be adopted. This is not necessary 
under the alternation oian, A four year alternation 
program is given in Chapter V):,page 87. (See Chartll).
There is one more snrr{t,st(;u re.neciial measure. Tnat 
is the reorganization of the small school systems on the 
six-six plan. If the four yesr, three teacher high schools 
were reorganized to include the seventh and eighth grades, 
there is a possibility of getting five teac/iers for the 
six grades aad dividing the work on a aepr.rt/'iental basis 
or at least on. the basis of combining related subjects under 
speciPl teachers. The following Dlc?i is cuggasted for this 
type of organization. (See Chart XllChspter page 87',
There are of course exceptions as to the amount of 
non-teaching time that a principal should have. The total 
amount of non-teaching time a supervisor should have at 
his disposal depends upon his qualifications. If he is well 
and broadly trained, if he enjoys working with others in the 
improvement of their work, he may well consider gradually 
giving up some of his teaching periods. If he does not 
possess these qualities, he ougnt to weigh very c-irefully 
whether he should continue as an administrator, doing a
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fair share of teachin̂  ̂and deleg3 tin? most of the super­
visory activities to others on the teaciiiag stiff.
(question two - "Vhict extra-curricular activities do you 
supervise?” —  reveals that the principal in the high 
school is a very important cog in this part of tne school 
machine, thus having much of his time utilized in tnis 
manner. This, however, is a very essential part o: every 
school and must have fair consideration.
To show tnat extra-curriculor activities have much 
importance in high school life. Table VII reveals the 
number of writers recognizing each value in extra-curri­
cular activities. Table VIII shows the various activities 
found in these schools.
Table IX shows the results obtained from the j'cstion 
”01 ve; the estimated time you spend (in hours) on each 
extra-curricular activity in your school (school ti ,.e)%
This table is hignly unreliable because of so r.iany •ictors 
entering in to the situation, such as memory and iv.er- 
prétalions of the question. However, the facts g_ven 
point to a concentration of effort on a single activity 
or tTt:. These activities for tne most part are these for 
a 1 li d ted numb, r of stud ,-.nt s .
Table X gives the facts concerning the time e-ch 
of t.n ".rluclcals ssends out o:' scnool in those act.i’'h'ties. 
This table w;ts vorhtui o:.t f~<>h tne answers to the question.
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A c A S
r.'u-nbcr schools in
eccn group ---------—  bo 40 to 7 10
■Siz~ of scnool by Ü-5Ü 50- 100- £50- over
attenctance luO £50 500 500
1 Football o 15 PI 4 10
basketball 39 ?S 7 10
3. Truck 08 55 28 G 10
4 Volley Ball 9 14 12 3 s5 l^usebali 15 10 IP 1 p
S Orchestra 7 55 17 5 10
band »7 10 IP 4 10
8 Glee Club IS L8 30 5 10
Chorus 6 ir 19 2 3
10 basic Contest 7 7 15 5 a
11 Scholastic Contest £9 r\A, \J £0 4 5
10 Debating 9 18 16 £ 81 Declamation Contest 14 5.9 £ .5 7 10
14 hriting Contest 5 7 11 o 8
15 School Paner 27 £4 5 101C Class Organizations il 28 27'. D 10
IV bpanish Club 5 0 5 £ 61 o  ̂w i'r.cnch Club 5 0 0 2 s
IG La Lin Club 1 1 5 0 7
10 bnglish Club 2 1 5 5 4
11 Mathematics Club 1 0 0 1 6fA, fU home hcou, Club E 4 8 5- 5
AC 1̂* Agriculture Club ? S 7 o 4
Al. Commercial Club 1 £ 5 1 4
History Club 1 0 1 0 1IS Lecture Courses 0 0 5 0 2r? Fairs 0 5 7 1 1;:o Lmhibits 15 1£ 8 5 4rc Or ml vis 9 19 £0 4 5
00 Festivals 1 £ 1 1 2rri 0 r . for* C r o w'U ? 1 c 1 c- 'Z.I", r  ̂ A f rr 4» ̂vj-vxv- '»'i g 1.411.0. Za, uxuiio 1_L b 1 r.oo £leclions 1 4 5 0 4
Si C^iupoigns 1 £ £ 0 r
(From: Thesis by i.
1915:, p.A£,
i'*i. Prescott, University of hontana
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Table XI (continued)
Nu.jibsr scnools in
each grou'i--- iO n o 10
0-50 50-
100
100-
500
r 00-
500
over
500
y 5 , O -k* ' r - f*  ̂̂ K./ V-̂’ #  ̂C 4 # 11 1 3 /i 10
. 01 u. j. 0 r a n . C1 ty ‘ 0 ;J 0
57. C tun. 0 i’gan. Cotmty U Ü Ü 0 0
Co, -*H-» rw . ■' -V* '~y 4̂ 4 -  ̂#  w  . •  i t 0-4 w  «U .ifc 0 '' *1 9 0 0
59. bwec. Council 5 7 7 1 5
- 1 0 , wonor Coclùty y 5 1 S
4.1, hvuor bolls 1: £9 IS. U.- 4 841. cniiool Cafeteria 1 rAv 0 0 44a . f - r'l 1 T T 8 17 17 u 8
41. c'tud'nt Store 0 0 0 0 145. Glu.Is Organizations b 5 5 1 6
4''. leys Organizations £ Z i 64V. ,.ouse Organizations 0 1 0 0 04 b , .Xrrc Room 1 1 4 1 S40. Girl Scout; 5 7 10 4 < V-UO'. Icy Scouts 5 14 17 4" r 4tcrniiics 0 0 0 c 05: . Cororities 0 0 0 0 0r>;*.. Pro ss Accociatlon 0 0 0 1 6
T’.ic- question —  '̂’llow often hive you visitea otticr
C ' c \ ■" :Z7 brought the following recponses! 
Table XII.
Class Visitation by Principals
r'r: j.ucncy of Class 
Visitaülon (Grade X
I;;.. .. bcbool
Group Group Gro Î "C"
Nc a.'.f wci* cCf 4 1
0 5 r 1
1-10 4 A V
'» 1 ^ ••»
21-CO 0 0 1
51-4' 8 8
4:1-50 £ 1 0
W V <j
61-70 0 0 0
71-80 'T 4 4
81-90 0 0 0
90-100 1 0 1101-110 < z 1
111-up 6 3
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These answers indicate that in 45 per cent of the 
schools in group A, the principal visî r: classes less than 
twenty times per year; 60 per cent of the principals in 
group B visit classes less than <0 times per year. This 
shows that the smaller and larger schools have more class 
visitation than the middle group. Table VI, pagt 29 shows 
that the schools in group B have tne principal teaching 
more subjects on an average. Table XII shows that some of 
the principals spend considerable time in visiting classes. 
The next question —- "How long was the average class 
visit?" —  was answered as follows:
Table XIII.
Length of Class Visitation by Principal,
Length of Class 
Visitation, Group "A" Group "B" Group "C
2)0 answer 1 1 1
No visits 5 2 1
1-10 minutes 9 10 4
11-20 minutes 10 17 8
21-50 minutes 2 4 4
31-40 minutes 2 1 2
41-50 minutes 2 4 0
51-60 minutes 0 1 0
This shows that the length of the visits ranged all 
the way from 0 to 60 minutes. It is also noticed that a 
large majority of the principals spend very little time 
in each visit to the class room. Seventy-five per cent 
of the principals in the three groups combined spend £0 
or less minutes in the average visit. Very few of the
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prlnoip&I» indicated that they spent s full period in 
else# TielteiioR* There ; re three definite etepo to he 
considered In olrseroom visitation# n&melj# prep&rttloa 
hy the prlnoipal prior te the visit# ebservetioa in the 
eleeeroom# end fcllevttp mcAcures W e e d  upon eheerved 
da;te.
The question# "J[ow aw^ny general teacher#* meeting# 
do you hsve during the yvarf* *## &me#er«d w* folio*#*
Trbie XI¥
Geaerf 1 Teacher#* ifee tin gs  Inuring Year
So* of gener$^l teachers* meeting# Yumher of Principal#
held during the year Group ■z:rôup"'«';̂ w" .wfbup '«C’*.
0 4 2 01-% 13 16 13
6-10 7 13 411-15 A 4 01A.OA 9 i P.
?l-?5 0 I 0
26-30 1 0 0
31-33 0 0 1
3*-40 0 0 0
This tebuletion shoe# that the majority of the pria- 
cip&l# ncXd tea or lea# grwiwiti per
TÎÎC w^'ber of meetings in the three greuf»» «f rcho«l# ft 11# 
in the mode sùilch indict te# thf t the sectingc are few in 
#11 the groups* General te;:chore* meetings tro ®n eeeentlal 
port of the supervisory program. If properly handled# the 
general teachers* meeting can be a very vtluable step la
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the improvement and evaluation of teaching teclmics and 
devices. There can be no set number of or time for teach­
ers* meetings as tne situations in the different schools 
vary, Barr says:
*»This is a difficult point and no satlsf ■. ctory sol­
ution seems yet to have emerged. It has been sug­
gested by some that one of the best things that 
could happen to the tca.ching profession would be 
the inauguration of a Saturday morning school for 
teachers.' 45
The above discussion concerning the findings of this 
study, leads to tiie suggestion of certain criteria for 
supervisory meetings;
1. Be carefully planned, definite, and purposeful,
£, Be organised around the needs of the teacher,
S. Provide for the maximum of teacher participation 
under guidance of the principal,
4, Be related to what has preceded and lead on to 
new advances.
The question, "How many group teachers* meetings 
(i.e. high or graues)?*’, brought a large range of replies) 
the smaller schools showing the largest variation, while 
the two larger classes remained at a low range. Thirty- 
three per cent of the three groups combined hold no group 
teachers* meetings of this type. Table XV shows the facts 
with respect to group teachers* meetings,
"How many individual conferences per teacher in the 
year?", gave a wide variety of replies. Possibly these
45,. Barr, A.B, & Barton, ‘«.H., Tne Supervision of In- 
struction, h. Appleton & Co., iJ.Y., 19£6, p.163.
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Table XV,
Group Teachers' Meetings Daring Year.
No. of group teach­
ers' meetings, (i.e. 
high school or 
grades.
Number of Principals
Group "A" Group "B” Group " C
0 1£ 14 4
1-5 7 7 1
6-10 7 10 7
11-15 1 5 5
16-to 1 4 5
il-£5 0 0 0
£6-30 0 0 0
31-35 0 0 0
36-40 £ 0 0
41-45 0 0 0
46-50 1 0 0
table is no doubt due to the fact that tne faculty groups 
in tnese schools are so small that the meetings are always 
held together. However, there should be a certain number 
of this type of meeting as there is much variation in the 
type of material taken up in the grade or high school 
meeting. It is suggested that nine such meetings for 
each group of teachers woula be a reasonable number to 
hold during a school year along with the other various 
meetings).
principals had some new and ine^cperlenced teachers on tneir 
staff who needed much consultation. One principal stated 
that he conferred with a certain new teacher on his staff 
at least twice per day. Six of the ninety-one principals 
replied that they did not holu any individual conferences. 
This does not seem to be possible for a principal certainly 
cannot be around his school very closely if he c m  go a 
day without holding at least one individual conference 
with some teacner about some phase of the school work, for
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a tabulation of this question see tne following table;
Table XVI.
Individual Conferences per Teacner per Year.
So. of individual 
conferences per 
teacher per year.
Sumber of Principals,
Group "A" Group "B" Group "C"
0 2 3 1
1-5 9 11 7
6—10 6 9 7
11-15 3 5 0
10-20 ? 0 1
£1-25 0 n 1
26-50 1 2 1
51-35 1 Z 0
36-40 2 2 1
41-45 1 0 0
136-up 5 I
(This table probably contains a hjL g h  degree of unrelia-
bility for some cases because of the fraility of memory 
and interpretations of the word conference.
There are certain basic principles wbicV» underlie the
individual conference, A suimnary of basis principles for
individual conferences given in the Research Bulletin of
the N.h.A. is as follows;
"The attitude of the principal during the 
conference will largely determine his success 
in improving the teacher’s work. Some prin­
cipals consider the conference as a time to 
* put the teacher in her place’ or to malce her 
deeply aware of her shortcomings. Such an 
approach may not b: Justified in most confer­
ences for the puroose of helping the teacher 
do better work.' 4̂6
It has been suggested that the guiding principle
should be: "Discuss tiie future and not tne cast. In the
46. "The Principal Studies His Job." d.A.A. Bulletin.
Vol.VI, Mo.i, March 1926, p.97.
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light of past mistakes, but without an analysis of enumer­
ation of them, plan the next periods with the teacher.
The emphasis, then, is placed upon the plans for Improve­
ment and not upon the defects themselves. The principal 
becomes a friendly advisor, anxious to aid in future 
improvement, miner than a severe critic of the past.
In response to the question, "What is the length of 
the average teachers* meeting?", the following results 
shown in table XVII were received.
Table XVII,
Length of Teachers* Meetings,
Length of the /*v- 
erage teachers* 
meeting
umber of Principals
3roup "A" Group "B" Group "C"
0 Minutes a 1 4
1-5 R 0 1 0
8-10 « 0 0 0
11-15 n 0 1 0
18-£0 ÎT £ 1 0
fl-f 5 » 0 0 0
£6-SO tt 7 5 1
S1-S5 ÎI 0 1 0
S6-4Ü H o 2 £
41-45 R £ *7,to 5
46-50 II 0 2 0
51-55 If 0 1 0
56-60 1 6 13 5
61-65 r 0 0 o
66-70 « 1 0 0
71-73 ti 2 1 076-60 n 0 0 0
61-65 II 0 0 0
86-90 II 0 5 0
A hours 0 0
47# .vicMurray, /rank, "Supervision", Childhood bducptlon, 
Vol.4, March 1918, p.513,
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The length of the average teachers* meetini is varied. 
Five principals in the schools of Group B have meetings 
an hour and a half long and three principals in the same 
group spend two hours in their meetings* More than 58 
per cent of the total number of principals hold meetings 
in the range from 50 to 60 minutes. This Indicates that 
the majority of principals are holding meetings of about 
the right lengtn. It is my experience that the average 
teachers* meeting should be from 50 to 60 minutes, de­
pending upon tiie purpose of the meeting. They in any case 
should be long or snort enougu to be most effective, 
leacners* meetings should be held during school time if 
possible. Meetings held at such a time are more effective 
as the teaciier takes more interest in them than if they 
were to bo held after school bonrs when the most of them 
have something else to do. It is suggested that en 
activity period be worked into the regular school 
schedule and once a week or every two weeks have this 
period turned over to teachers* meetings.
The time for teachers* conferences as suggested in 
the N.iû.A. Research Bulletin is as follows:
**The time for conferences cannot be stated dog­
matically although a large per cent of principals 
hold them immediately after school. It is cer­
tainly unwise to hold supervisory conferences
48̂  Hfne Principal Studies his Job*'. N .B.XI" Researeh Bull.
Vol.C, ho.hj jjrictrch, 13c3, p.35.
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C'.iPtng class time, at recess ceriodf, end other 
o i.u fîioffierits wx'sn the brevity oi th- vitit is apt 
to cause misunderstanding."
'i "e same bulletin makes the following stat '~'ent con­
cerning the length of the supervisory visit: 49
"The length of the supervisory visit should be deter­
mined by the specific situation. A group of re­
presentative supervising princlp^ip reported visits 
ranging in length from one minute to over an 
hour. The median length of visit was PI minutes.
If we are to understand supervision as involving 
study of classroom situations and requiring care­
ful planning then it is obvious that visits must 
be reasonably long. Certainly fair conclusions 
cannot be drawn by merely "dropping in" or by 
observing for even fifteen minutes of an i'our 
period."
The question, "Do you issue preliminary bulletins 
stating, in a general way, the purpose of each teachers* 
meeting?", brought a very general response. Only Pf of 
the 91 principals stated that such a procedure was used 
regarding the planning of their teachers* meetings.
About the same percentage of the principals in each of 
the three groups made this preliminary preparation. So 
few of these principals use this method of introducing 
each meeting that one could not say that it is a very 
general practice. This, of course, docs not indier. te 
whether this is a good procedure because of the various 
elcuitriils ilifctl have entered into tne picture, thus iceeplng 
the principal from issuing any bulletins for this pur-ose. 
The following table shows the above stated results:
4.9.. "The Principal Stuaies his Job*'. Or. Cit.
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Trblc XVIII. 
üsfî of Bullotii’.s fo-̂  Announcing-; îJeotl n-A.
Do you Issue pre- 
llminar%/ bulletins 
stating, in a gen­
eral way, the pur­
pose of each teach­
ers* meeting?
Number of Frl.icirja.ls*
Group "A"
les
8
PJO
22
hot
Ans.
Group "B"
Yes
S
AO Act
Ans
0
Group
1 u s ho
1
Not
Ans
0
The next question, "Do you issue follow-up bulletins 
summarizing the conclusions drawn from the meetings?", 
was answered as follows:
Table XIX 
ÜLO of Follow-up Bulletins.
Number of Principals.
Gr up «A" Groi Group "C"
Yes ho Not
Ans.
Yes No Hot
Ans,
Yes IV o Not
Ans
Do you issue follow- 
up bulletins summa­
rizing the conclu­
sions drawn from the 
meetings?
5 25 3 3 37 0 3 16 1
There seems to bo no difference in policy among the three 
groups of schools on this point. In only nine cases did 
the principals make any summarization of their meetings, 
which indicates that any misunderstandings as to conclu­
sions drawn, would remain as such, Î any points come up 
in teachers* meetings for discussion. Different conclu-
'7
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sions are apt to be drawn unless sorp.e niethod is used to 
remedy the situation, A short bulletin listing the various 
conclusions drawn will keep everyone on the same track 
on2 keep the policies oi the administration in order and 
constantly before the minds of the teaching staff.
The question, "Do you leave written criticism with 
the teachers?", indicates some difference in policy among 
the principals of the three groups of schools. In the 
schools of group A, three principals out of the ?.l leave 
writton criticisms; in the B group, ten principals out of 
the 40 leave this type of note and in group C, 7 principals 
use tne written type of criticism. There is a danger in 
the written criticism met ho; i., It has a tendency to cause 
a great deal of friction between the administration and 
the staff. Thv personal coi^fcrence woulu seem to be 
more favorable, hearly everyone is able to convey his 
meaning more clearly through the faculty of speech than 
through the medium of writing. The principal can more 
easily euplain what his criticisms are if he meets with 
the teacher very soon after his personal visit, he is 
ablo to hoar eer side o.-̂ the c"sc «s well as to offer his 
criticisi'is to try to improve tho instruction. The follow­
ing t-ble gives a t a bull, t Ion of tho s.bovc mentioned 
figures:
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Table. XX
T.I.̂ e of' \Vr:lt^f-n rriti ci ""ms of Tc.'̂ 'c’̂^eT^s,
•i-L-bn f' rs-s ̂-i i. d-j-C.L;- la
G r u. G-?ou-, f?r>rr Group "C"
Y e s No dot
Ans,
Yes Kg Not
i-.ns.
Yes No Not
A n s
Do you leave writ­
ten criticisms with 
the teachers?
3 28 0 10 cO 0 7 It 0
In response to the question, *‘Do your te-'chers attend 
summer sesslonSp^ the following results were obtained;
(See table JOCl)
Table XXI.
Teachers Attending Summer Sessions.
of Principal q
UrOUy G1-0 up *‘ii - Group r?cn
Yes No Not 
Ans.
Y e s No Not 
Ans.
1er. No Not
This
Do your teachers
attend summer 
sessions?
To 8 0 83 3 0 18 4 0
It is qui tv; evident that some taaciiers in ncurî y all 
of the schools under this investigation do attend summer 
sessions. They îre conscious of the need for furtner 
stuhy for toplr own nî of Assinnal ndv-; nco’neht : .nd increas­
ing t;icir teaching efficiency in. tue respective schools, 
highty-thrcc per cent of the schools reported that sc.me 
on tneir tencning staff are attending summer sessions.
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The next question, "Do your teachers take work by 
correspondence?", brought less afflrnrtlve answers than 
did the last stated question. However, there was enough 
affirmative answers to indicate that the teachers are 
willing to take on the added burden of correspondence work 
in addition to their regular work in order to advance 
tneir professional standing. Fifty per cent of the 
schools report that some of their teacners do corres­
pondence study as evidenced by Table XXII.
Question six, "Do you do demonstration teaching?", 
brought the responses tabulated in Table XXIII.
Table XXII 
Teachers Taking Correspondence Work.
Principals Reporting
Croup Group Group
Yes Mo dot 
Ans.
Yes No Not
Ans.
Yes No Not
Ans.
Do your teachers 
take work by cor­
respondence?
14 17 0 PO 19 1 11 9 0
Table XXIII.
Principals Doing Demonstration Teaching,
Principals Reporting
Group "A" Group "B" Group "C"
Yes No Not
Ans. Yes No NotAns, Yes No NotAns.
Do you do demon­
stration teaching? 5 £6 0 8 Z1 1 5 15 0
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About 10 per cent of the principals do some demon­
stration teaching. This is a significant number due to 
the facts pointed out in Table IV, which shows that most 
of the principals carry such a heavy teaching load that 
they could not possibly have time to do demonstration 
teaching had they chosen to do so. Fitzpatrick says
regarding the principal and the demonstration lesson: 50
"In visiting schools, the supervisor should 
occasionally tesch for the teacher in order to 
illustrate some particular phase of instruc­
tion, Whenever he does, the same kind of con­
ference should take place after the demonstration,"
Table Ijo.XXlV shows the results of the question, "Do
the teachers do demonstration teaching?"
Table XXIV.
Teachers Doing Demonstration Teaching,
Principals Reporting
Group "A" Group "B" Group "C"
Yes Ho Not
Ans,
Yes No Not
Ans,
Yes No Not
Ans
Do the teachers do 
demonstra ticn teach­
ing?
6 £5 0 a Z£ 0 4 16 0
Only £0 percent of the schools have teachers who do 
demonstration teaching. There ere many values which '̂ ay
be obtained by such demonstration, Cubberley says:
"It is surprising, after all, how much we 
learn by imitation. A demonstration lesson 
often teaches what it is desired should be
50. FitzpatriCK, Burke F., Supervision of Elementary 
Schools. F.Â. Owen Co., Dansville, 1921, p.59.
51. Cubberley, , The Principal and His School.
Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 19£%, p.468-70.
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taught better than any other plan could 
do. --  The demonstration lesson has possi­
bilities that as yet have been but little 
utilized. As one writer puts it, ’so ne of 
the most expert teaching power of our best 
teachers Is going to waste as far as impart­
ing this power to others is concerned*”.
The next question, "Do teachers visit the classes of 
other teachers?", brougnt a larger percentage of affirma­
tive answers. About 22 per cent of the schools in group 
A have teachers visiting other classes; 45 per cent in 
group B, and 50 per cent in group C, This indicates 
that the larger the school the more attention is given 
to this type of supervision. See Table ](%V.
Table XXV.
Teachers visiting classes of other teacaers.
Principals Reporting
Group "A" Group Group «C"
Yes iio hot
Ans,
Yes ho hot 
Ans,
Yes ho Not
Ans
Do teachers visit 
the classes of the 
other teachers?
7 24 - 18 2 £' - 10 10
Cubberl^’-'̂ considers teacher visitation in the follow­
ing mannerI
"An important means in the improvement of teachers 
is directed visitation and demonstration lessons,
ZJew teachers or teachers in need of help csn be 
sent, or better still, taken by the supervisor, 
to visit tne class work of certain teachers who 
have been selected because of their proficiency
527 Cubberlevy Ellwood P. ̂ Pubiic___bChool. Aamrnl^tration. 
nougiiton Mifflin Co,, Boston, 1922, p,240-44,
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in certain types of instruction. After seeing 
certain lessons a conference can be held, with 
the teacher visited as the leader, and the how 
and why of the lesson examined and explained,
A few days of such visitation, from time to 
time, by teachers In small groups and with 
definite purposes in mind, with the resulting 
conferences, will do much to show new or weak 
teachers ways of securing results which will 
materially improve the quality of their instruc­
tion, ”
Question nine, "Do you maintain objective displays 
and exhibits?", again shows tne larger scnool giving the 
percentage of attention to this issue:
Table XXVI.
Use of objective displays and exhibits.
dumber Principals
Group "A" Group "B" Group T»C"
Yes ho Not
Ans,
Yes jîo Not 
Ans,
Yes No Not
Ans
Do you maintain ob­
jective displays and 
exhibits?
21 10 - O?' 7 17 S -
Child, parent and teacher interest can be greatly 
stimulated with objective displays at various times 
during the school year. These displays consist of such 
exhibits as art worx, manual training, home economics. 
Scout work, notebooks, and mechanical drawings, P. T.A, 
meetings and special school visitation days or open 
house are very good times to place exhibits before the 
public.
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In response to the question, "Do you distribute 
the supplies to the teachers?", the following; results 
were obtained.
Table XXVII.
Principals distributing Supplies,
humber Principals
Group "A" Group "B" Group **C"
Yes No Not
Ans,
Yes No Not 
/uis.
Yes No Not
Ans,,
Do you distri­
bute the supplies 
to the teachers?
£'6 5 0 2? .3 0 19 1 0
Only nine out of the ninety-one principals do not 
distribute the supplies to the teachers. It seems that 
much of the principal*s valuable time that is being 
spent in this way could be saved for otner things, by 
introducing an efficient checking system at the supply 
cabinet under the responsibility of one of the te-).cncrs.
The following form is a suggested method for this 
purpose. (See Chart IV).
While this thing in itself is not importent, they are 
typical of the things the principal is doing which may well
be delegated either to teachers or responsible students.
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Chart I ,
Check List fer Sepply Cabinet,
Name
of
Supr.ly
dnits
or
Hand
Distri­
bution
Jnit
Teacher Teacner Teacher
No.
Units
Used
Vslue
Units
Used
Units
on
Rand
Units
Need­
ed
Uni t 
Cost
Requi­
sition
Est.
Brass
Fasten
LI,
1 box
1111 . 1111 1111 11
ers, Lot. 
In Yr.
notai
cost
.55
Total
cost
.44
Total
cost
.77
15 1.76 0 7 .11 .77
Chalk 7 1 box 1111 1111 111
15 ln,5G 0 13 1.15 14,56
f) Total
cost
5.60
Total
cost
5.00
Total
cost
Z.5G
(This chart should be kept in the supply cabinet and all supply items placed upon 
it for the convenience of the teacners. This chart may be expanded to as large a 
size as is convenient to use.)
"Are tests ana. measurements used in your school?" 
This question brought a large majority of affirma live 
answers•
Table XXVIII,
Use of Tests and Measurements.
Principsls Reporting
Group nyi R . Group "Ei" Group "C"
les No Mot
Ans.
xes ho Not 
Ans,
Yes ho Not
Ans
Are tests and meas­
urements used in 
your school?
5 — ZZ> 7 - 13 — 1
Ligiity-five per cent of the principals signified that 
they used tests and me?s'.irevents in their schools. The 
smaller schools had the larger percentage who were not 
using these devices,
"Shat grades?" The following table snows the 
grades in which measurements are used according to size 
of the schools.
Table XXIX.
Extent of i estlng
Group A.
%hat
Grades? 1-8 1-lf 5-11 Not Ans.
f-6 5-8 4-8 f-1: 6-ir V-6 7-lS
No, of 
Schools
4 9 c 8 1 1 1 1 1 1
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L V
Tsble XXIX (continued)
Group B
'..hat
Graùesî
liOX>
Ans.
1-12 5-8 1-8 5-12 7-12 9-12 None
AO. of 
Schools 16 15 < £ 4 1 1 1
Group C
What
Grades?
1-1£ 1-8 Not
Ans,
7-10 5-I£ 7—3
No, of 
Schools 13 1 3 1 ■ 1 1
The next question wfis aiviaed Into lour sections.
T!ie table shows the divisions of the question, what uses 
are made oi them and the tabulation of the answers:
Tabip XXX 
Uses of Tests
Group A Group B Group C
Yes No Not
Ans.
Yes No Not
Ans. Yes No NotAns,
What uses are 
made of them?
a. Diagnosis for 
remedial basis? 2^ £ 4 ...25,.. 10 , 17
b. Basis for divid­
ing students into 
sections? £ 19 10 6 Ï 0 14 9 7 4
c. Comparison of 
students? 25 4 5 £6 5 9 15 5
d. Basis for judg­
ing weaknesses in
instruction? 2Z 4 4 £6 4 10 15 3 £
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ï’he answers to these iuestiens are what one would 
anticipate, considering the sizes of the schools and other 
existing conditions of the tine. Some principals app­
arently make no use of them whatever* On the whole, 
section a, c, and d, are the chief uses as evidenced 
by the responses tabulated. Section b has very few affir­
mative anoT/crc, possibly due to ti -f- ̂ A:e schools
nre so small and the classes so small thet divisions are 
nearly impossible, as well as unnecessary.
The four sections of the question, "Do you have a 
definite supervisory program outlined in advance?", 
brought n striking result.
Table ZXII.
Time of Planning Supervisory Prcgi'anis
Group A Group B Group C
Yes Ho Not
Ans,
Yes Ho Hot
Ans.
Yes H 0 Hot
Ans,
Do you have a def­
inite supervisory 
program outlined 
in advance?
a. One year in 
advance? 5 11 14 8 19 Ic 3 11 6
b. One month in. 
advance? p. 11 14 ro le 7 10
c. One week in ad­
vance? 4 10 IV e 17 115 Ô 10
d. As trc occasion 
demands it? 14 6 11 1? 9 18 11 6
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On the whole, the principals no not seem to spend 
much thcu.;ht or planning upon their supt;rviaing, In 
group A, five principals apparently have no supervisory 
nrogram. At least they did not fall into any one of the 
four sections listed. lu group 3, the same is true of 
nine principals; group C has a definite program and one 
seems to have more than one which he follows* About 
forty-two per cent of the principals make up their program 
^as tne occasion demands it."
The Question, '̂how no you get notices to teachers?” 
was also sent out in four sections as shown in the 
following table along with the resulting responses*
Table 7J3CII.
Methods of communiec. tion with teachers
Group A Group 3 Group C
Yes Ko Hot 
Ans .
Yes ho Hot Yes Ho Not
Ans,
How do you gat not­
ices to teachers?
a. Bulletins 3 7 IS 10 10 TO 9 O 3
b. Telephone S 9 19 5 16 10 5 IE
C_*_. .. . ... e 17 If f r .5_. 5 IQ
d. Personal visit U .ij,, . . 5 10 15 5
Bulletins and personal visits seem to be the most used 
methods of contacting the teachers. Thirty per cent of 
the principals use bulletins and fifty-five per cent 
use the personal visit.
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In the Question, distributes textbooks to the
students?”, ïrhich was divided into two sections we find 
the toechers tsking tne most prominent pert. Some prin- 
cip:xls and teaci.ers work toget.ier. In forty-four per cent 
of the esses the principal distributes x-he textbooks and 
in the fcc-lanoe of the CnseS the teŝ ciiers distribure tnem. 
The principals in many of these schools are periorming a 
duty that could very easily be delegated to t.eae; ers in 
the system and thus leave more time foi- actual supervision,
Table IdCXIII. 
histribution of Textbooks.
Group A Group B Group c
Yes o .'Yot 
Ans.
xes do hot
Ans.
Yes ho hot
Ans
Who distributes tne 
textbooks to tue 
students?
a. Principal IT 11 17 10 12 S 9
b. Teachers 5 4 6 9 IP. 5
'lue question, "Do the teacners read professional 
magazines?”, brought the following resultsî
Table XXXIV.tTi..I'OTossion: ro: 4 * '9 of toaCi _rs
mm m m ̂ AT. W wtjy J>1 Croup B Group C
Yes No hot
Ans.
Yes A O Not.
t n s.
Yes No
Do the teachers 
read proferrloual
r î  " g o   ̂i o  e s ? po tf f r rc - -
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As would be expected, nearly all of tne principals
reported teaI LLeir teachers do professions! reading. 
Five out of ninety-one returns signified that their 
teachers did no profession?! study.
The following is a list of the magazines used in 
the various schools for professional reading;
Table >jCKV 
Professional Literature Bead
Grouc A Croup 15 Groun C
Historical Outloo.o 
N.ü.A. Journal 
H n tlon♦s t cnool 
NorTtal Ir!Stn*actor 
Lnglisn Journal 
Montana iiduc.
School Life
Parents
iJ , 1, - ', u X' 1 •
American Sciiccl 
School Review 
School Board Jrl. 
El, School Jrl. 
h. £. Teacher 
Primary lustruc, 
Cuild Life 
Grade Teacher 
Progressive Teacher 
£ chool Ex. Journal 
Scholastic 
Readers Digest 
Literary Digest 
Art Dagaziuc 
Atlantic Monthly 
Instructor
iViontaaa Ed, Jrl. 
Normal Instructor 
National La. Jrl. 
Child Life 
School Board Jrl, 
Elementary B. Jrl, 
Primary instructor 
M, a. A. Jo’J.rnal 
N.E.A. Journal 
Gr:.ùe Tea cher 
Voc, Ayr, Lduc, 
School I'ovj ew 
Journal oi Educ,
H. S. Teacner 
Englisn Journal 
Literary tieest 
Am. Ed. Journal 
Sciool Life 
Methods
Vocational Guidance 
School Ex. Mag. 
Journal of G^ol.
The Nation
Ms th. Tear her
Grads Teacher 
American Childhood 
Parents
Journal of Rduc-'tion 
The u, S, Teacher 
C, D, Journal 
K,ir,A, Journal 
Elementary £. Jrl, 
School Ex, Magazine 
Hcrmal Instructor 
Cuild Life 
F ri mu ï-y Elue a ti on 
Montana Blue;, tlon 
School Arts 
Lng, & Sol. Journals 
Grile Arts 
School Review 
School Board Jrl. 
Outlook 
Independent
H.S. Executive 
iVi.E.A. Journal 
Instruc to'̂
Datn, Te;Cher 
School -h; i. C'.' hut hi.
£cnool Life
It will De noticed that a close relationship exists be­
tween the type of megazines re-‘d î o the vrrtoir- groups
of schools.
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The next cuestlon was dlviled into six sections.
"Do you encourage professional reading among the teachers?" 
The results of the foregoing question are found in the 
following tabulation! See Table XXXVI,
Table XXXVI 
Encouraging Professional Reading
Group A Group £i Group (:
Yes No Not ■ 
Ans.
Yes No Not
Ans.
Yes 'No Not
Ans,
Do you encourage 
professional read­
ing among the 
teachers?
£0 4 7 SO 2 8 19 - 1
Seventy-six per cent of the principals stated that they
encourage professional reading among their teachers. The
following table shows how tiiey encourage this reading*
Table XXXVII 
Methods of Encouraging Professional Reading,
Group A Group B Group C
Yes No Not
Ans.
Yes No Not 
Ans.
Yes No Not
Ans,
How?
A, Teacher*s read­
ing shelf?
6 12 IZ 18 7 15 14 ■v S
b. Book reviews in 
faculty meetings?
10 8 13 17 7 16 12 y 5
c. Casual mention 
of certain good 
books in a certain 
field?
19 1 11 13 7 20 o 4 77
d, Reading of 
challenging pas­
sages from certain
---------------
10 6 15 9 7 24 9 3 8
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Table XXXVIl (continued) 
Methods of Encouraging Professional Reading
Group A Group B Group C
Yes Ho Hot 
Ans,
Yes Ho Not 
Ans.
Yes No Not
Ans
e. Asking teacher 
opinions of passages 
from certain booxst
15 5 11 10 3 21 4 7 9
f. Placing latest 
novels in library 
to create interest?
9 10 12 12 7 21 9 5 6
This table indicates that there are some attempts
made on the part of the principals to get teacners to
increase their professional position through reading.
Principals will find some teachers who are not interested
in improving the quality of their work or advancing
professionally, Cubberley saysi^^
"While a principal may expect to find a few 
teachers in any school who are not interested 
in improving the quality of their work, he 
will find that most teachers, on the con­
trary, are hungry for help. Perhaps one main 
reason why teachers do not progress pro­
fessionally as much as they should, and why 
some experience an early professional death, 
is that the principals under whom they work 
so often devote almost no effort to keeping 
their teachers professionally alert."
53, Cubberley, Ellwood P., The Principal and his School. 
Houghton «dfflin Co., Boston, 192c, p.476,
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P. %uestlomiAii'G r£-s sent Lo 1st principale In the 
tl-lrl clees aintricts of* nonter;..., uiriet̂ -tv/n rcnlylnf:.
C'- t v.-es ti:. -enrled.. tnu sc cool r ncro classified into three 
£;roup. based on 'attendance —  group n having !■' to 40 
pupil.::, gî oup By 41 to 70; and group C, 71 to 110. there
vr.-.v.• vg i-chools in group / j 40 in group 3 -‘.nd I 3 In group C,
The acpwerr ol the prlncinsls give a true anI dis­
tinct plct'ire t-veir activities in third class districts. 
Their time end energies are rpert in the following direc­
tions:
1. d'eacning Load —  The rsnge in nu.eber of subjects 
taught was from tv»'0 to eight daily. This does not meun 
cla3SOS which mlglit be duplic- tes, but different sibjects 
each culling for distinct prep-' ration. The medlar was 
four. These :figures snou II out of 91 vtio are ta' chlng 
more than any teacher should be allowed to han11o. Tnis 
is in violation of accrediting stand*rds. tcsidos, it
means an*..t sucn principals are aoing no supervising and
are neglecting the major task for which a principal is ' 
employed. Fifty percent of tnam are carrying a heavier 
ts.acnlng load than they should if tney are to properly 
perform the other duties of their eosition.
Their Fvtra-Ctrrlcul'. r Loud —  Tne small high 
schools are offering an as tra-carr-icul... c -.t-o- wixieh is
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too heavy for the staff, tlie principal incluaed. The 
principal in £7 cases is coacnin^ basketball, 15 are 
coaching track, 11 are directing their high school paper,
51 are serving as class advisors, 1£ directing dramitics —  
all outside of school hours. Twenty-two are coaching 
basketball, 10 are coaching track, £5 are directing their 
high school papers, 5£ are serving as class advisors, 18 
are taking cxiarge of tne music and 13 are taking charge 
of the dramatics during school hours. This is to make no 
account of some few other extra-curricular ctivities out­
side of and during school hours. It is obvious tnat some 
principals —  and all too many of them —  are making 
coaches of themselves to the.neglect of supervision.
Another investigation carried on simultaneously with this 
one showed more than 70% of the administrators in Montana - 
schools were, or had been, coaches.
3. Class Visitation —  ,̂ltn respect to this important 
activity 15 either reported that they made no visits to 
other classes or they made no reply which probably means 
that they did not. Eleven reported 111 or more visits 
during the year. The median fell between 30 and 40.
Those making 30 or more visits per year are no doubt giving 
proper emphasis to this side of supervision. Those 
markedly under that figure are not. Visits ranged from 
0 to 60 minutes in length.
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4. Tmachers* Meetings.,—  The number of teachers* 
meetings reported per year ranged from 0 to 55. Six 
schools had no meetings* The mode ran from 1 to 10, 
Balance with respect to teachers* meetings is funda­
mentally necessary to good supervision. Probably 9 to 18 
is a reasonable number to be held during the year. Super­
visory meetings must be planned, meet the needs of the 
teachers and provide for their participation. Joint 
meetings for grade and high school tei:chers were not
held in SO schools. Six of the principals reported that 
they had held no individual conferences. How they could 
get through a year without doing so is a mystery. Tne 
length of the teachers* meetings rsngsd from 0 to 8 
hours. Preliminary bulletins announcing meetings and 
the programs were used in 88 schools. Follow up bulletins 
were used in 9 only.
5. Sumgjer Session Attendance end Corresronaence —
Of 91 schools, 76 reported that some of their teaoners 
attended school the previous summer. Forty-five of the 
principals reported their teachers to be taking corres­
pondence courses.
6. Demonstration Teacning was done by 16 principals, 
and 18 reported their teachers were doing demonstration 
teacning. These are probably in the some schools. 
Thirty-five principals were using Intervisitatlon to 
improve instruction.
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7. Distribution of Sum 11 es is done by Bf- out of 91 
principals and ^t least 40 of them distributed the text­
books to teachers.
8. Testing —  Dignty-five of the principals use 
tests and measurements in their schools.
9. Supervisor-̂ / ProrrajiiS —  The answers indicated that 
fully Zb'Jt of the principals planned no supervisory program. 
Of the 91 principals, 69 reported that they encouraged 
professional reading.
An examination of these facts indicates that the 
majority of the principals are allowing their time to be 
cluttered up with many duties of secondary importance, 
lio principal should terch more than four classes per day 
if he is to perform the many other important tasks which 
properly belong to the principal. If he is to carry a 
full or excessive teaching schedule there is no justifi­
cation for his Deing paid a larger srlary tnan the teacher. 
The fact that he is paid more presupposes that he is to 
be the professional leader in his school, master of the 
techniques of administr? tion and supervision and the 
skilled advisor of the board. There c-̂ n never be any 
justification of his being the coach for several activities, 
errand boy in the distribution of books and supplies or 
even a full time classroom teacher.
The foregoing facts indicate that large numbers of 
our principals have not been trained for their work as
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T J " 2dn:iy hj.. vc bciea ;.r-oii:3tc > t3 tnù ,'jr Itlon of 
priricl-, 1 bcc Jktc t^cy hr̂viv i;ecurc-l th® f vor of r chool 
l>o r r d «1, p 3C5C s s G:: 11'. ü b 1 e p r r / % 1111 a j, c- r v,t p o od 
C'OoCi.oi-, OT poji Aers.*’* ho:.rû3 :>rc not co:p ctr-rit to 
: vlcct tb'.cherr, mud ii:.'rdly üorc compote % t to e.̂ lcct 
prlncip'.ls Tbtic-' aoe th«y i" not un.ior5tt.nl folly the 
t jcnalc. 1 clds of a pri'-icl; ■:■ 1* £ %.)r c* 1 Iils p rtîcolnrly 
truü in t.iiri cl^s^ alstrleth. An r,dizlnlstr:itore c.>Tti- 
i‘ic: te is needed to prote ct tiic- rcho:lr *:yTiin::t t.-̂e elec­
tion of uAtr-.ined '̂ rlncip,‘.if.. 1 he repnl/. tlons uf the 
t:-to -.-ô ro of e,. ion ero luprovlnp C3huitin'i«, but 
since tney ^re nut rctrc 'Ctivc, the %nolcoz'cc.ults of 
jfooû rO';ulctlo.nc %111 be only gr\ lu-.liy felt.
f- '*Vf* r\ -o f ..V' -"i ' 4 .*\'P r* *
^ .i'ik w k 6 k A :% m W iw ;k & , û f i iw „ k i k , : w „ T , k  *
la order to pet time to perforr: the prlnclpnl*s 
f-.inctloao properly he choulh (l) bu-.pct als en; lulc--
' to 5)0ny of his :;;ln:>r duties to oth:. rs; (t.,> ;u. loct a 
staff versatile enoupa to fit into reas-'-u--bio yropr- -s;
( ) r-adare hie school c^rrleuluw s,hr>a It is e,i c \ -assive 
load for hi2 St ff ; (d) oltvr .L.te subjects ■ eh coublne 
clî4.s«.a to reduce ti»© loud; (c) "void the te.iytAtlon of 
trylh'! to c-.Tupete %ltn Xarpcr schools; ('’■) rc-i \co t o 
bur.̂ ca of extra curricular activities »a5ch Arc pn .crally 
tT.\C- (. A t Î V . *ii Su ' 11 1C nou c G * .j S;*aul'î ÎU--1. up ;i ■ X ̂ ’: ly in
■il: school tae crit crl. set farth cm t,.: ; In r
c
a.
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(?) to-cri only subjects in t:\elr mrtjar fielij (■-) PTT'j.xii-'e 
tneir pro;;rr.ni in such a orumer ne to free them frora class 
room duty when not actually tcaehirai; (9) cap-rblc students 
should be used to c  re for ruitine office work such as 
letter writind# transcripts, recordIn.; grades, caking out 
report cards, duplicating workbook naterials for teachers, 
etc. The writer has two student secrctnrie.^ for each 
credo teacher, three for the high school and three for 
the office in his own school system#
The îlonthna picture can in part be explained for 
pT.rtlcul^r schools by (l) th© absurd demands of some 
communities; (i) the effect of tradition In some schools; 
( v )  iiie desire to make a showing an-i to comaete ^Ith 
larger schools; and (4) the 1 ck of tralnino ior the 
supervisory position# ïho untrained principal will avoid 
supervision because it is technical, and the most diffi­
cult of fell his tasîs. In suea c ses it is easier to 
follow tne line of least resistance —  become a full time 
teacncr, carry a large load of other activities and 
neglect supervision. Supervision calls for technical 
skill, fine personal .ualltlas, leadership, clear vision, 
souni pniloEophy and thorough scholarship, ani great 
patience as well as time. L/ cring ;:ny of these, super­
vision suffers.
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The following is a tabulated result of a question­
naire sent out to the principals.
Yes ao liot 
Ans,
1. Do you issue preliminary bulletins 
stating, in a general way, the pur­
pose of each tescaer’s meeting?
2. Do you issue follow-up bulletins sum­
marizing tne conclusions drawn from 
tne meeting?
3. Do you leave written criticisms with 
tne teachers?
4. Do your teachers attend s'Oiumer sessions?
5. Do your teachers take work by corres­
pondence?
6. Do you do demonstration teaching?
7. Do the teacners do demonstration 
teaching?
G. Do teachers visit t'ne classes of other 
teacliers?
9. Do you maintain objective displays and 
exhibits?
10. Do you distribute the supplies to 
t-e tescaers?
11. Are tests and measurements used in 
your school?
Vhiat uses are made of them?
1, Diagnosis for remedial basis?
<. Basis for dividinr students into 
sections?
3. Comparison of students?
4. Basis for judging weakness in 
instruction?
Do you nave a definite supervisory 
program outlined?
1. One yerr in advance?
I . One month in advance?
3. One week in advance?
4. As the occasion demands it?
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fr 68 1
7 78 6
22 69
81 u
49 41 1
12 73 1
16 73 2
?f: 59
73 If
88 3
30 11
63 10 13
13 49 £961 10 20
63 11 17
16 40 35
14 34 43
15 2'̂ 47
64 7 30
81
Yes do dot
%ho distribates textbooks to the 
students?
1, Principal 25 2.
Ans
43
2. Teacoers 74 10 7
Do tne teachers read professional 
magazines? 87 2 2
Do you encourage professional
reading among tne tercaers? 76 4 11
How?
1. Teacher*s reading shelf? 17 42
2, Book Reviews in faculty meetings? 16 23 44
£, Casual mention of certain good 
books in a certain field? 53 7 25
4, Reading of challenging passages 
from certain books? 19 19 53
5, Askin,g teacher opinions on 
passages from certain books? Z2 17 42
6. Placing of latest novels in 
library to create reading 
interost? 27 25 39
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C:iAPTiR V.
CRIÏRF.IA FOR A SUPERVISORY PROGR/^ IN A SYALL SYSTEU. 
Criteria for an cd^ruate supervisory program must be 
derived from (l) the best of educational experience which, 
in, supervision, is found in the practices of larger cities. 
These practices, however, to be worthy of consideration, 
must be adapted to the small school if adopted as criteria 
there. The opinions of experts are worthy of considera­
tion, but these opinions are in fact embodied in the best 
practices of the l?rger cities, (&) Since there is very 
little literature on the supervision of the small school, 
we must draw heavily upon the obvious Implications of 
the conditions as found in the schools themselves. The 
conditions in Montana third class districts suggest In 
fact their own solution.
We believe that the best experience of large cities 
and the obvious implications found in Montana third class 
districts, suggest the following as feasible criteria for 
a supervisory program in a small school system:
1, It must elm definitely at the improvement of the 
Quality of instruction. Emphasis upon this side of the 
work in the small school is more important than in the 
large school because (l) teachers are less thoroughly 
trained, (f) tney usually teach more subjects (if not 
more classes), (s) have had less experience, (4 ) are
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likely to find more distractions through extra-curricular 
or coimunity activities, and (5) tenure is shorter.
f. The program must provide for:
(l) PI armed and helpful visitation of classes by 
the principal;
(f) Intervisitation by the teachers;
(S) Demonstration lessons by teachers and principal;
(4) Indiviuual conferences dealing with instruction;
(5) Teachers meetings in which constructive 
programs are provided and well planned study pursued, 
every teacnur being a participant;
(6) Planned professional reading must be outlined, 
pursued and rewarded by recognition;
(7) A testing and measuring program should be 
provided and used in the most helpful way.
Other measures may be feasible in a large system 
but the above constitute about all that can be undertaken 
successfully in a small one.
S. Incidental Provisions:
(1) Principal end teachers must not be overlo'-aed 
with other work. The principal, especially should budget 
his time,
(f.) The supervisory program should be definitely 
planned In cooperation with the teachers.
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(o) A wise selection of teachers who have a 
wholesome professional attitude and are adequately 
trained for their part of the curricular program,
(4) Other school agencies should be Induced to 
cooperate whenever necessary,
(5) The principal must have the necessary 
qualities and be adequately trained for his job.
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CHAPTEK VI 
POR ALTERNA T i m  SUBJECTS
The high echool ehlch hes the best planned and work­
able euperrieory program is the one with a principal at 
the heed of it who believe* in organieation and delegstlon 
of duties* The principal must "run things" according to 
hie own ideals and convictions. He cannot expect every 
one to agree with his policies* He may have teachers 
who refuse him cooperation* That teacher should be dealt 
with accordingly, with careful tact*
In general, the number of activities in any one of 
the high schools investigated was very small. It must be
admitted that r Wide and flexible activity program makes 
a school a more worthwhile place for students to live* 
However, there must be a limit to the number of activities 
effered. (See p.43 for criteria). A good activity program 
properly supervised does a great deal to eliminate disci­
pline cases* Keep idle hands and minds busy and the case 
problems will be few* There must be an activity that 
appeals to every child so he may have something else in 
school besides the book "grind". If a school cannot 
offer an activity program that will help students to live 
better with his fellon^beings, it has failed in one of 
the main purposes of eduoation.
It was pointed out in the answers to this inquiry
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that # great deal of emphasis was placed upon a few ctirl* 
ties idiioh were activities for & few students, to the ex- 
olusion of others*
In the beginning the principals should have certain 
principles concerning their teaching schedule by which they 
might free themselves of such heavy teaching duties* A 
very feasible method of decreasing the teaching burden on the 
principal is to have e four ye«r alternation schedule similar 
to the suggestion given in Chart 11, p* 87*
The smallest high schools might well adopt such a 
program as In Chert 111, p* 87* This schedule is designed for 
departmental teaching and allows time for supervised study 
and extra curricular activities* However, this program 
does not ellow the principal as much of a chance to arrange 
his schedule to suit his needs* It is harder for him to 
arrange for free periods*
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Chart II.
Alternation of subject program for the sir.all hi^h school
curriculum.
193f-cS
Fresh. Soph. Jr. Sr. Fresh. Soph. Jr. Fr.
Eng. 1 Lng.11 Lng.IV Lng, 1 Lng.11 En-.111
Geometry Algebra II, Algebra . G com.
Biology Lont.Life t 
Psychology i
Gen.Scien ce Chemistry
Viorld History Lcon.h £oc. L # _ 1 V  #
Voc..'.: Cit.
American 
hiSt.A Gov
13::5-Z4
Span!an 11 Spanish 1
Indus.hist. 2 
Indus. Goog. I
Com. Law t. 
Bus.Arith,
Anil'a 1 Hus. 
Farm Crops & 
Soil
Bookkeeping
Physiology 
Hng.ulst. Typ.l Typ.11
Chart III.
Alternation of subject program for grao.cs 7-1: inclusive,
Time English History Commerce Science
9:00 Vtii <k 8 th 
Language
ludU;. .Hist. 
Mont. Life
Typing 
I f II
Physics
10:00 7 th c. 8 th 
Arts
Com,Civics 
Vocations
Com.Law 
Jr.Bus.Tr.
Physics
11:00 Eng.Ill 7th k eth Algebra
£>ocia±
1:00 Eng. 1 Studies Bus.Spel.
Perunanship
Biology
P:00 Eng,11 Am.Hist. 7tn 6: ita Biology
5:00 Glee Club
u. t ural “ 
Science Band
Atuletics
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mju 10JJÎ14 A I .
Plevna, î.Tontana 
Oct, 25, 1932
To the Principals of Third Class Districts 
Dear fellow sokool-men:
The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine whnt 
is heing done in the state in the field of supervision in 
the third class district high schools. It is the general 
opinion that the principals have too little time to spend 
on supervision because of other duties being too numerous. 
This investigation may help to suggest some method of re­
lieving the situation,
name School
Address  !'ontana.
I, 9/hat subjects do you teach? 1,___________2.  3,
4,__________ 5,_________6.
How many classes do you teach this semester?
In the following, check the fields you supervise in the 
column marked (c), Give the estimfted school time you spend 
(in hours) in erch case durin" the year, in column (a). Give 
the same for time spent outside of school in column (b),
II, What extra curricular activities do you supervise?
8 b e a b 0 others; a b obasketball.»•I » playgrouna,,,i•I•*•*  .......
I I tennis. ..... : t t i    t i :football.,,t 
t r r* ck,,,,,,; 
volleyball, t 
newspaper,, i
1 I classadvisor,t t c : ,, ,   .....  ; t i
t t m u s i c , t  t t i I I t
1 : dramatics, ,«• : : : i  ...........    ; t t
III, How often have you visited other classes?.
How long wf s the average class visit?..................
Teachers* Meetings*
a, how many general teachers’ meetings do you
have during the year?.,.......... . ......
b, how many group teechers* meetings
(i.e. high school or grades) ?............ ,,|........ )
c, how many individual conferences per 
teacher in the year?......... ..........
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d. what Is the length of the average
teechers* meeting?.  ..........  (•••••••)
CJrUCh.
JDo you issue preliminary bulletins stating, in a
general way, the purpose of eacli teachers* meeting?•yes. • .no. . .
Do you issue follow-up bulletins summarizing the
conclusions drawn from the m e e t i n g ? . « y e a . •.no.••
De you leave written oritioism# wèth the teachers?..yes...no...
Do your teachers attend summer sessions?.............yes,..no..«
Do your teachers take work by correspondence?....... yes...no...
Do you do demonstration teaching? .......yes...no...
Do the teachers do demonstration teaching?..........yes,..no..•
Do teachers visit the classes of the other teachers7yes...no..•
Do you maintain objective displays and exhibits?....yes.•.no...
Do you distribute the supplies to the teachers?.....yes...no...
Are tests and meesurements used in your school? yes...no...
What grades? (list).......... ............................... .
What uses are made of them?
1. diagnosis for remedial basis?...............yes...no,..
2. basis for dividing students into sections?..yes...no,,.
3. comparison of students?     ..yes., no...
4. basis for judging weaknesses in instruction?yes,,.no...
Do you have a definite supervisory program outlined 
in advance?
1. one year in advance?...  ............ .yes...no...
2. one month in advance?.......................yes...no...
3. one week in advance?, ................yes...no...
4. as the occasion demands it?.................. yes.. .no.. .
Eow do you get notices to teachers?..,..
1. bulletins?................................ .....yes...no...
2. telephone?......................................yes...no...
3. messenger?......... ............. ....... ..... .yes.. .no...
4. o.r.onal Tl.it?................................ yes...no...
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Who distributes the textbooks to the students?
1. principal?......... . . . . ........... ..yes.. no..,
2, teachers?..................... ........... yes*..no...
Do the teachers read professional magazines?........yes.,.no...
list some. ........................................... ...........
Do you encourpge professional reading among the
t e a c h e r s ? . y e s . . . n o . . .
How?
1. teachers* reeding shelf?....,........ .yes.. .no...
2. book reviews in faculty meetings? ......yes...no,,.
5. casual mention of certain good books in a
certain field?.......................      .yes. • .no. •.
4, reeding of challenging passages from
certain books?.       . . ............... .. ..yes.. no...
5, asking teacher opinions on passages from
books?........................     ye s...no...
6, placing of latest novels in library to
create reeding interest?............. .yes.. .no.,.
A summary of the results will be mailed promptly to all 
principals who v1sh a copy.
Very truly yours* 
a.J.Slaght
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